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Two separate assaults strike Co1Hmbttf0
student, staffer
COL~~~ARY
APR 17 2000

By Kimberly A. Brehm
Campus Editor

Do nnie Se als Jr/ Chronicle

Composite picture of sexual assault suspect Is posted on all Columbia
buildings. See Inside for safety and security tips for students and faculty.

A Columbia student was a llegedly sexually
assau lted April 4 on the 700 block of South
Federal Street.
The student, who lives at the residence center
at 73 1 S. Plymou th Ct., was coming ho me around
9:45 p.m. i'!_ a cab. S he go t out of a cab and was
walking befween Dearbo rn Street and Federal
Street when a man grabbed her fro m beh ind.
The attacker threw her to the ground and sexua ll y assaulted her, according to po lice
spok esperson Pat Camden.
The student was virtually defenseless because
she was on crutches and was unab le to run.
When the attacker left , the student was able to
make her way back to the res idence center and
friends took her to Northwestern Memorial
Hospita,l for medica l attention.
Martha Meegan-Li nehan , Columbia's directo r
of campus sa fety said that the South Loop is typically a safe neighborhood that has the lowest
crime rate o f all the city's 25 po lice d istricts. S he
stressed that Columbia's res idence center is
staffed by a 24-hour sec urity officer and is virtually crime-free.
Just a week before the attack, Columb ia held
its annual Cam pus Safety Awareness week , which
teaches students how to avoid becoming a v ict im.
T here were also demonstrati ons held teaching
women how to defend themselves against such an
attack.
Po lice are now looking for an AfricanAmerican man in hi s mid-20s. The victim was

able to supply police with a descripti on that is
bei ng posted on all Columbia build ings and the
surrou nding ne ighborhood.
In an unrela ted inc ident, a 25-year-o ld staff
membe r of Columbia's an departm ent was
viciously attacked by a youth wield ing a golf clu b
in the 2500 bloc k o f South State Street on Apri l3.
Pol ice have arrested a 14-year-old boy in the
attack. The youth, who was not identified because
of his age, appeared in Juven ile Court April 7.
The youth 's hearing was con tinued to Apri l I0
because he was wan ted for a probation violation.
The youth is a conv icted arm ed robber,
according to police.
Columbia staffer Christopher Kerr, 25 , was
wearing headphones as he walked from the col lege to his art studio in the 2600 b lock of South
Dearborn w hen the African-A me rican yout h
began hitt ing him in the head with the club wh ile
yelling racial epithets.
Po li ce are treati ng the incident as a hate crim~
because the attacker ye lled, "You're white. I don 't
want your kind around here. Get out of here. Go
on Whitey. Get out of my neighbo rhood."
Kerr was able to get away fro m his attacker
and ran to a CTA bus w hile bei ng chased. The
bus drive r called 9 11 to get Kerr med ical atten- .
tio n.
Kerr said he received seven stitches to repair
the Iand a half inch gash on the back of his head.
T hough the South Loop typically is considered a safe neighborhood, th is type of hate crime
is not rare in the city of Chicago. In 1999, there
were 20 reports of blacks attacking whites and 22
reports of wh i t~s attacking blacks.

Faculty member De Grazia
sells his novel to the movies
By Matt Richmond
Copy Editor
You could say Don De G razia has been
thoroug hly processed by Columbia.
He came here as a big fl ank o f raw beef,
let 's say. A frozen bloody cow leg. T hrough
his undergraduate years, the Fiction Writing
department hosed him down, ground him up,
salted and spiced him, and le ft him-a big
pile o f chuck w ith a diploma. But rather than
get lost and abused in some publ ic school
cafeteria, De Grazia opted to stay w ith the
loving chefs in Columbia's graduate department. So, Ficti on Writing's graduate program
took him in its hands, maybe added an egg,
kneaded and mo lded and patted, and then
slapped him on the gridd le. A n English publisher came along and fli pped him when he
looked ready. And now, you could say he has
warmed up to a hot snapping sizzle. Maybe
even a grease fi re. In fact, if things keep up,
he may burn dow n the whole damn restaurant.
Don De Grazia's success was never a
foregone conclusion. His r ise has been a
process- so meth ing he apprec iates and
embraces.
In what he calls a "not particularly ill us-

trious h igh school career," De Grazia fail ed to
graduate but d id earn h is G.E.D. After studyin g at various other colleges, he fo und his
way to Col umbia. T he other schools he' d
attended didn ' t seem to o ffer what he was
looking for, and, after hearing good th ings
about the school , he p icked up a Columbia
brochure.
"Columbia sounded right," he says. " I
wanted to specialize."
He enrolled as a Fiction Writ ing majo r
and by the time he grad uated in 1992, De
Grazia had s tarted a no vel. But, rather than
entering the work force and tryi ng to com plete a novel on the side, he chose to enroll in
Co lumbia's graduate program in fi ct ion. He
began his g raduate career without missing a
beat, from graduation in spri ng to class in the
fall.
" I just stayed on at Co lumbia, kept my
momentum, and made my undeveloped novel
my master's thesis."
He worked closely with professor emeritus John Schultz during this time.
"John Schultz was there to ask questions
and steer me in the right directions. He was a
huge help."
De Grazia 's master's thesis is now the
novel American Skin.

See De Grazia, page 2

Bi ll Ma nley/ Ch ronicle

World's toughest rodeo bucks Its way into Chica go at the Allstate Arena.
If you can hang on for eight seconds, turn to pages 16 and 17.

\

Columbia News:--and Notes
Columbia elects new trustee
Barry Mayo. president of Mayomedia, has been named a
trustee of Columbia, according to Columbia President John B.
Duff.

Mayomedia is a media-consulting firm where Mayo is an
urban radio programmer and urban consultant.
Mayo has a background in radio experience. He once worked
for such stations as WVAZ-FM, which rose to number one in the
Chicago market after just four months of Mayo being hired. He
also worked for WRKS-FM in New York prior to moving to
Chjc~Q,o. . > - -•
.~- -

.,A
,--_ResidenCe life -committed to
helping clean up Chicago

The Residence Center is sponsoring a community service
program to help clean '!P specific areas of Chicago.
The center is- getting together a group of volunteers to clean
and beautify a designated area of the city. This may include
painting walls to picking up debris. Volunteers may also get the
chance to plant flowers just in time for spring blooming.
The Clean and Green Community Service Project is taking
place on May 6 at 8 a.m. Lunch will be provided for all those who
participate.
If interested, please contact Kelli Collins at 312-344-6801 or
sign up at the Residence Life security desk.

Chicago Chop House sponsoring art
contest: winning sketch to be printed on lunch memo
Chicago's Chop House is sponsoring its first "Feed a Starvin' Artist The Bill Olendort' Memorial M Contest".
Bill Olendort', a v.or1<Heknowned neo-impressionistic artst from
Chicago, created the sketch that has been featured on the Chop Houses'
lunch and dinner menus since its opening in 1986. Olendort' loved to feature his work in restaurants and eschewed art gal~ries.
Illinois art students are invited to follow Olendorfs IOOsteps by creating a sketch of the Chop Houses' building facade in order to win a prize
and the honor of having their sketch featured on all of the lunch menus.
Top prize will be a $2.000 aedit towards food and beverage and 2nd
prize will be a $500 ae<f~ for the same.
ThecontestbeginsApril18and isopentoartstuOOnts 18yearsofage
and over. The stuOOnt must be enrol~ in an art school. All sketches must
be received by May 19. For adlditional information. call Susan Gaylord at
312-787-7100.

Columbia holding artwalk featuring graduating seniors' work

Y = Seno/ Chronicle
The play "She Ventures and He Wins," which is about two heiresses attempting to find true love,
is playing at Chicago's New Studio Theatre. A review of the play can be found on page on page 11
in Vitality.

De Grazia goes Hollywood
Continued from Front Page

It is a coming-of-age story set in the world that
revolved around the corner of Clark and Belmont in
Chicago in the 80s. The story, told first person by an
anti-Nazi skinhead, doesn't shy away from the
touchy but ubiquitous subject of racism.
This made the process of finding a publisher a
long and complicated one.
" It was a tough road at first because the subject
matter turned ofT a lot of publishers," DeGrazia says.
But getting pub lished is, of course, a process.
And it's a process he was ready for- he had done a
little research.
While a graduate student, De Grazia wrote for
New City, doing feature articles, book reviews and,
his favorite, author profiles.

("Drugstore Cowboy"). T he director will be Scott
Kalvert ("Basketball Diaries") and the producer is
Fred Levy. The lead role w ill be played by an actor
that the author was unwilling to name.
I asked De Grazia the elementary question: Were
you a skinhead? How much of the novel reflects your
own I i fe experiences?
He was a step or two ahead of me.
"Well, that's the obvious question," he answered.
" I always tell my s~udents that it's not necessary to
reveal which parts of their work is true. I' ll say this:
The environments in the book are environments I 'm
fam iliar with. There's some stuff right out of real life
and there's some stuff completely fictionalized, but
most of it is a mixture of the two. Sorry, but I just

For the first time, Columbia is holding an "Artwalk," which is a
walking tour featuring four of the college's art galleries as they
host opening night receptions.
The Hokin Gallery, 623 S Wabash. is exhibiting the "Senior
Portfolio Show," a collection of student work in graphic design,
advertising design, and illustration through May 12.
The Art Gallery. 72 E. 11th St., is showcasing the "Master of
Arts/Master of Fine Arts Thesis Exhibition" through May 5.
The Glass Curtain Gallery, 1104 S. Wabash, has the
"Graduating Seniors Fine Arts Exhibit" through June 5.
The Center for Book and Paper Art, 1104 S. Wabash, is displaying "Flight 2000," which is an exhibit of unique books by the
hand Bookbinders of California.
The Artwalk will take place on Friday, April 21 from 5 to 8 p.m.
It is free and open to the public.

Bill Manley/Chronicle

De Grazla reads excerpts from the novel he sold to the studio.

Cuban poet Pedro Perez-Sarduy
comes to Columbia
Pedro Perez-Sarduy, a Cuban poet, author and journalist, is
coming to Columbia to present a talk and slide presentation on
"Afro Cuban Voices on Race and Identity in Cuba."
The presentation will take place on Monday, April 17 at 4 p.m.
in the Ferguson Theatre, which is located on the first floor of the
600 S. Michigan building.
The presentation is being sponsored by the Liberal Education
Department and is free and open to the public.

Columbia appoints director of new
media for television department
Jeanine Mellinger has been named the Director of New
Media for the television department .
Mell1nger has been an 1nter~ral part of integrating computers 1nto, the .exisiting cumculum and upgrading the
departments fac1ilt1es to support digital video as well as
new med1a areas .

" I liked talking to authors who were already published," sai d DiGrazia. "I found their stories inspiring. Most stories were about waiting and hardship... I
found that persistence is the one thing that got them
where they were. More often than not, it's a process ...
" I was more motivated looking at what other
writers had to go through. I l earned that when all i s
said and done, it's a matter of trying everything."
And trying everything led him overseas.
A lthough the book was written and is set here in
Chicago, DeGrazia had a hard time finding someone
to publish the work in the United States. It was first
published in England in 1998 by Jonathon Cape. It
was picked up by publishers in France and Germany
before an American publ ishing house, Scribner,
decided to g ive it a go.
With the book's American release last week (to
consistently good reviews), De Grazia ends a process
that has lasted more than eight years. And as a result,
he has begun another process- the transformation of
his book into a movie.
De Grazia recently sold the screen rights for his
novel for, as he puts it, "not a gigantic sum." But, he
says, "if the film is successful, I' ll do all right." The
script adaptation has been written by Dan Yost

don't want to say anymore than that."
Is it just a matter of privacy?
" I just think i f writers get too wrapped up in creating their own persona and then representing that
persona, they can run into trouble."
There's one process that DeGrazia would like to
avoid - decay. His knowledge of other authors leads
him to conclude that the best way to avoid a loss of
talent or inspiration is to keep his private li fe from
being common public knowledge and to separate it
from his characters' li ves.
"It's a strange thing," he said. " I think writers are
inherently introverted people, but the whole process
of becoming successful forces them to be publ ic people. So the author himself changes, therefore his writing changes, usually for the worse. It's hard to be a
well-known writer and still write like you did before
you were known. n

However, with the attention he has drawn lately,
and the promise of more around the corner, De
Grazia might find it difficult to keep a low profile.
When those sprout-eaters in Hollywood get a whiff
of his hardy, corn-fed flavor, they'll want to start a
chain.
'
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Students carving out new home
on the web
By Billy O'Keefe
Viewpoints/New Media Editor
Just about every day, Nathan Marting slips out of
his dorm room and into a bondi blue virtual living
room he's created for himself on the Internet.
Martin's homepage (http://www.public.iastate.edu/
- nmartinglhomepage.html) is one of thousands on
Iowa State University's campus servers. Its centerpiece
is Marting's resume, but there are also family photographs and bios and all sorts of information concerning the Chicago Bulls, the Weather Channel and
Garnavillo High.
"Sure, it goes in all directions, and some guy in
Italy may not care too much about my family," said
Marting, a junior. "But I enjoy doing it, and I'll keep it
up as long as I can."
Contrary to new wives' tales, not everyone is out to
rai se money or hell on the Internet. For every
Amazon.com trying to solicit business, there are literally millions of personal home pages that would like
just a minute or two of your time. Many - if not most
- arc maintained by college students.
Not interested in the life and times of Nathan
Marting? That's fine. There are more than 10,000 personal student Web sites on Iowa State's se rvers alone,
ran ging from Jose 's "Page of Love" (http://www.p ublic.iastatc.edu/ - offsprng/homcpage.html ), which is
more about music than love, to Dana's "Wonderful
World of Mystery" which isn' t so mysterious because
most of the links arc related to her work in arc hitecture
c lass.
School administrators have greeted students' rights
to do more than surf the Internet on campus with
excitement and extreme caution. That because students
arc posting controversial pages all the time and, more
recently, clogging campus computer networks by trading and posting massive collections of pirated music,
software, games and movies. But the availabili ty of
student Web pages, in the eyes of students anyway, is
to colleges and universities what air condi tioning is to
cars: a nice bonus in the past, an essential today.
"My older brother goes to DePaul [University, in
Chicago], and they gave him hi s own Web account
when he enrolled," says Marjorie Tomko, a sophomore
at Columbia College in Chicago. "I was expecting the
same thing when I came to Col umbia, or at least an email address. I was shocked to find out that they
offered neither."
Natalie Hami lla, whose site, "Natalie 's '80s Page,"
(http ://www.pcrsonal.psu.edu/users/ n/x/nxh 158/) is
one of more than 26,000 student home pages residing
on Penn State University 's servers, said that even the
simplest horne pages make lor good practice-· and that

students need this practice.
"Everyone is looking for people who can do this
stuff," says Hamilla. " I don 't care what you wanna do
with your life. This is the way it's going, and this is the
best way to learn about it."
This new necessity is what most motivates schools,
beyond all the risks, to include personal pages for their
students.
"Just like schools want the best books and materials
and the best instructors, this is just another way to get
ahead," said John Zimmer, an administrator for
Northwestern University's student pages directory,
" Pubweb," which encourages students to experiment
"on a modest scale," as noted on the site's mai n page.
Don' t underestimate the we ight behind that "M"
word. Schools voluntarily play the honor game with
students because their technical staffs are often too
small to monitor every link and every move on every
site. But those in charge, via the fro nt page of the server and/or student handbooks and other literature, make
their message loud and clear: You may be our student,
but th at doesn't mean we agree, endorse or allow what
you're saying.
They're not kidding either. Just ask fo rmer DePaul
studen t Charles Lowell. whose site, sporting obscene
swipes at some fellow DePaul students. was removed
withou t so much as a notice.
"One of the student s called and compl ained. and
poof, it was gone,'' said Lowell, a 1999 graduate. ·'J
guess that's fair, but I would' ve liked some "arning. I
guess that 's the way it works.''
Dejected, Lowe ll did not make a co meback attem pt
on DePaul's Shrik e student pages server, choosing
instead to open an accO!Jnl wi th Yahoo 1's Geoci tics.
which Lowell fe lt would give hi m more freedo m to
speak his mind.
University of Texas student Julie Chen took a similar route, opting to host her "Texas Students for John
McCain" page (http://tx-students-for-mccain.org) with
an independent company, Hyperrnart, because the
University of Texas doesn't allow its students to run
political pages on its servers. Likewise, students at
Northwestern aren ' t allowed to use their pages for
commercial use. Moon lighting entrepreneurs will have
to go elsewhere, school officials said.
Sti ll, whil e ambitious students such as Chen are surfacing more and more, the typical student is sti II getting
hi s or her feet wet when it comes to untangli ng the publishing intricacies of the Web.
" I basically started th is page because I wanted to try
it," Marting said.
Billy O'Keefe has afanrastic Web page of his own.
located at hllp:llwww.mrbilly.com.

Safety and security tips for faculty and students: How not to be a victim
Columbia's security department is offering these
safety tips to all students and faculty as a means of
avoiding becoming a victim. Because of the recent
assaults around campus, the security department feels
it's a good time to rem ind everyone of how to be safer in
and around school.

* Travel with a friend to your destination.

Within Campus Facilities:

* Avoid wearing flashy jewelry or headphones.

* Never leave your belongings unattended.
* Never leave an office or residential door unlocked,
even for a few minutes.

*Stay alert. Walk with confidence and purpose.

* Have your keys or transportation money readily
available to avoid searching in public view.

* Secure your wallet in a front pocket of your attire
and/
or hold your purse tightly against your body.
At all times:

* Be aware of the locations of the emergency call
boxes, phones and exits on each floor throughout the
campus buildings.
* Study in open areas around other people.

* Minimize the amount of belongings you are carrying.
* Avoid individuals exhibiting suspicious behavior and
report their activities to the lobby security officer or
the police department.

While on the Streets:
* Always trust your instincts.
* Choose a well-lit path. free of construction and
debris.
I

Get Monday's issue. On Sunday.
www.ccchronicle.com
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Hef gets his
own 'way'
With Mandy and Sandy in 10\\. Hugh Hefner "as
beaming last week. I doubt his glo" had linle to do " ith
the fact that the city just named a street after him . lf)UU
were a 7-l-year-old guy with ~~-) ~ar-old 1 oluptuous
twins on each of your arms. you'd he g rinning ear to ear

too. with a lin!< help from Viagra. of course.
For some reason. Chicago decided to designate a
portion of Walton Street. just on· of~ 1ichigan Avenue. as
Hugh Hefn~r \\''11· The truth is I
couldn't car~ less that they

' ...,, ' ;::.._., '*
. '• ._. ·-.'''11.'
.

.

'}

'

named a portion of tht.: street
after a man who made hi s for-

tunes off of big boobs (take that
however you \\ant). In hi s own.

unique way. he is a successful
Chicagoan. Some people. of
course, are in an uproar over

Valerie Danner
Managing Ed ito r

this. saying it's wrong to honor
someone who is basically a dirty
old man sitting cnmlortabl y atop
a heap of dirty nld money.

1·' c nc' er looked inside an
issue of Playboy. I grew up in a household with two s isters, so it "asn ·, like I had an older b ro th~r stashing

them under his bed. Uut I think it's sale to say that not
t!veryone v.ho picks up a Pia: boy is a p~o..·n en. And persomli l~. I'd rather hmc somt: horndog getting his kid,s
by fool- ing at \1iss June than ha'c .m incident li ke the
one that occurred near campus a coupk of \\t:cks a go.
l'hc issue..: of\\ hcther o r not to honor lief was heard

before the City Council last week. kllme all the male
members on the City Council. who were hearing th~ case
we re not elated to have one of the Hef protestors hold up
this month's centerfold. Tell me it wasn' tthe most exci t-

Honoring a man who's made a ca reer out of sex
isn't the real atrocity here. The outrage is that
the city has more than 800 of these silly honorary signs across th e city. I pity the poor tourist
trying to navigate his way around town and then
gets thrown off by one of those faux-signs.

ing thing ever to happen in one of the meetings. I'm sure
half of them tuned out what the guy was saying when
they la id eyes on this month's play mate. or course
Hef's daugh ter Christie, who now heads Playboy
Enterprises. was there support ing her father, telling the
council that her daddy isn' t a purveyor of· porn.
But honoring a man who's made a career out of sex

isn't the real atrocity here. The outrage is that !he city
has more than 800 or these silly honorary signs across
the c ity. I pity the poor touris t try ing to navigate h is way

around town and then g~ts thrown off by one of those
faux-signs.
I know that when I first came to Columbia four
years ago with my sister, being na'ive suburbanites, we
were confused by this. We searched for Harrison Street.
but were disoriented by the Mike !\ JcxanderoiT sign
that's at Wabash and Harrison. Honorary sign -- what
did we know?
Like it or not, Hefner is a well-known guy and has
managed to create an extremely successful publishing
empire. Did he make his fortune by exploiting women?
Maybe initially. But for a magazine to be around that
many years and remain fairl y reputable, there has to be
more to it. How many naked women can a guy look at
on paper before it gets a lillie old? OK, don ' t answer
that, but have yo u ever looked at an issue of
Cosmopolitan? They describe sexual things in such
detail that it's enough to make anyone blush. It's not just
typical men magazines that make money objectifying
women.

So if the ci ty is in th is silly business of handing out
these honorary street signs, why not give one to Hugh
Hefner? I say if you ' re going 10 give someone a sign,
you can't very well stand up and say someone else can't
get one. So Hugh ll cfncr ha, joined the ranks of Jack
Brickhouse. Harry Care; and Gene Siskel. t\ll I ha'c to
say is so "hat? ·1here are bigger battles 10 fight and
whether or not Hef gets a street named after him shouldn't be one of them.
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Would vou like
one of these on
vour resume;»
Second Place - General Excellence

-

Students must be In good acaclemlc_stclndl.,g, enrolled In at least

-·· .

.

'
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.

12 credit hours In the fall
.

se~ester and should be ~.kin~ ~~ -or ~!ve taken' the core· courses ~· ~~!! jou,mallsm or

photography. ~nowledge ~f \Ying,o!Y~ NT, word p~ocessh1~ P~~to$h~~~Lor Qu_
arkXpress
Is a huge plus but .not.required. ·· i·edltors-must be.ayillatile on TuesCiay for the College
Ne\~~paper
Workshop class (53-3Woi-4i).anibu?sr.f .t i11e"eu~i, ~nd ~very Friday for produc'r·
~ t:' tS" .r· ce v
·
tlon of the paper.
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If you're a dedicated, h'rd·worklng's~dent who doesn't mind working every week with a
bunch of crazy students and would like a great job for next year, call (312) 3+1-7432 and
ask for Chris Richert, and I'll answer any questions and se~.up an l_ntervlew. Please be pre·
pared to present a resume, a transcript listing any journalism/ photography classes you
have taken and some examples of your work when you come for your Interview. Please
don't hesitate to call and ask questions. Our office Is In the 623 S. Wabash Bldg. Room 205.

Second Place - Critical Review Other Than
Film: Mike O'Brien
First Place - Front Page Layout: James Boozer
Third Place - Editorial: James Boozer
First Place - Feature Writing: Valerie Danner,
Jessica Quist and Chris Richert
Third Place - Sports News Story: Graham
Couch
Second Place - Sports Feature Story: Graham
Couch
Second Place - In-Depth Reporting: Elizabeth
Nendick, Stephanie Berlin, Carmen DeFalco,
Todd Hofacker and Jen Magid

Positions Available •••••
Campus Editor
The Campus Editor Is in charge of news coverage of events, Issues and people on campus. This individual must be available at least 20
hours per week. They will be in charge of assigning and collecting campus [news/ feature) stories from staff writers and c:orrespon·
dents and they will also be in charge of layout and design of the Campus section.

Viewpoints Editor
The VIewpoints Editor is responsible in assigning and collecting opinion stories and columns for publication. This Individual will also be
in charge of layout and design of the viewpoints section. They must also be available for at least 20 hours per week.

Arts & Entertaiment Editor
The Arts & Entertaiment Editor is in charge of news coverage of events, issues and people within the arts & entertaiment field. This
includes coverage on campus, and the Chicago area. This person must be responsible, and work well with others. They will be in charge
of assigning arts & entertainment stories to staff writers and correspondents, and the layout and design of the section. They must also
be available for at least 20 hours per week.

Assistant Editors (various sections)
Assistant Editors help with supervising various parts of the newspaper, and assist Section Editors with story assignments and in some
cases, design and layout of the section. They will also produce stories and/ or colums for various sections of the newspaper. These
students must be available at least 10 hours a week.

Copy Chief & Copy Editors
Copy Editors are In charge of checking, polishing and correcting stories written by staff editors, writers and correspondents.

New Media Editor & New Media Staff
The New Media Editor & Staff are responsible for the content and design of the Chronicle's award-winning web site.
WWW.CCCHRONICLE.COM

RECEIVED
APR 1 7 2000
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Staff Writers/Photographers

roL~~~~~~~ARY

Any students interested in receiving college credit as a staff writer or photographer MUST sign up for the College Newspaper
Workshop (53-3001-01} which is listed under Journalism in the Fall 2000 course schedule. All students are welcome to write for
the Chronicle; however, only journalism and photography students may sign up for the workshop .
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SCHOOl SHOOTINGS: FEAR RULES

When too much doesn't mean a thing
Last week, authorities in Indiana
uncovered two separate plots by stu·
dents to kill one of the ir own. One of
them involved three middle school
girls. who planned to pour ac id into
the mi lk a 13-ycar·old boy after he'd
broke up with o ne of the girls. In the
other inc ident, three 7-ycar-olds contemplated whether a fe ll ow 7-year-old
should be hanged o r shot. cit ing jealous' as thei r moti ve.
·In other news last week, an
Arizona middle school teacher was
shot. onlv 90 minutes before c lasses
were to begin.
A year ago. either story wou ld
have been cause for national alarm.
Now. thcv don't even make it to the
front page of the paper. It's a testament
to how numb we've become.
Is it justified? Youth homicide is
down by more than 50 percent in the
last seven years, and the odds of a
child dying in school fTom gunfire is
one in 2 million. Yet two-thirds of

Americans polled by the Washing ton
Post believe that children are more
violent today than in the past, and
seven in I 0 Americans think a school
shooting could happen in their area,
according to a study released last week
by the Justice Policy Institute.
One thing, however, has not
changed: People sti ll have no idea why
some kids arc capable or murder, and
the rash of get-safe-quick solutions-an
influx of metal detectors, locker
searches and suspensions to any kid
who utters the word "gun" or
"bang"-aren't helping.
Rather than feel safer because of
these mock advancements, Americans
today fee l paranoid, scared and
unsure. And they have every right. The
odds of someth ing terrible happening
down the street may be long, but they
haven't dropped since Columbine. And
that, beyond any number, is something
to talk about.
- Billy O'Keefe

IN POSSESSION: ITS NOT AlWAYS SOME TEENAGE SOCIOPATH

Would you die if someone fired
41 bullets your way?
'Yeah, probably,' say the experts
Two months have yet to pass
since four white New York City cops
were acquined for a variety pack
of charges, among them mur·
der, manslaughter, homicide
and reckless endangerment.
Their crime (or lack
of, apparently)? Shooting
at unarmed Afiican immi·
grant Arnadou Diallo no less
than 4 ! times and connect·
ing on 19 of those shots.
Diallo 's crime? Looking sus·
picious and reaching for his
wallet, which police mis·
took for a guo.
We can save for anoth·
er day the debate over
why New York City's elite
Street Crime Unit has such
bad aim. Today, let's tum to
a more dire question: Can
any man survive being shot
at 41 times? l asked a pair of
experts, and the answer was
clear: Unless the shooter is
drunk, blind or playing
tag, the answer is no.
" It'd be preny hard to survive
19 bullet wounds," said Conventional
F. Wisdom . " Especially when you
consider that a single bullet has the
potential to kill anyone. It seems like
a waste of bullets to shoot at anyone
41 times, especially when the target
hadn 't done anything."

Which begs the obvious next
question: What the hell were cops
thinking when they fired round
after round at Diallo?
" If Diallo's crime was
merely looking suspicious,
and if cops thought he
was reaching for a gun,
you'd think a shot to the
potential firing hand would
subdue the guy," says Think
About It. "Obviously these
cops were on some sort of
high since they missed so
many times. They couldn't
I take their hands off the trig' gers long enough to think
I about what they were
doing."
They said it, not me.
Unfortunatel y, no one's
talking about Amadou
Diallo
any more,
even
though he was alive three
months ago. Despite the fact
that Rodney King is still a hero
for receiving a much tamer
fate, the country would rather
lament over poor little Elian
and a sudden ly evil Fidel Castro.
Well fine. But the next time a
recklessly trained police force blows
someone away, don' t act surprised.
Because there will be a next time.

•••
••
•
••
••••
••
•

- Billy O'Keefe

AN EXPlOSIVE WEEK

Let's all just stay in bed
Some of the historic killjoys that occurred this week in history
April17
1421 More than 100,000 people die
when the sea bteaks through the dikes
at Dort in the Netherlands.
1961 Bay of Pigs Invasion flop leaves
100 dead and 1,000 captured.
April18
1906 Famous San Francisco earthquake kills 1,000 and leaves more
than 200,000 hometese."
· ··• ·-··
1923 Ya!lkee Stadium ope ns .
1955 Einstein dies.
1983 Asuicide bomb kills 63 people at
the U.S. embassy in Beirut.

,

April 19
1.882 Datwin dies.

1908 Pietre Cutie is run over.
1993 A little tHing called Waco.
1995 The Oklahoma City bombings,
the worst act of terrotism in U.S. history, leaves 16B dead.
April20
1889 Future starving artist and not-sostarving terrorist Adolph Hitler born.
1943 Massacre of Jews in Warsaw
ghetto begins.
1999 Columbine.
April21
1838 Texans gain their independence.
Shotguns and death row a re never the
same.
2000 Eliangate? You never know.
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t's been a bang bang-filled year since the
biggest bang of all took place last April at
Columbine High School. And while
schoolchildren are still treaking out while gun
manufacturers still run wild, video game makers
weren't quick enough to avoid a major shellack·
ing trom the media and public .
More than Hollywood, more than stagnant
gun laws, more than the
crap at I 0 p.m. on
Channels 7 and 5, more
than the suddenly murder·
triendly NFL, it was the
pixel-based gunmen and
monsters on Playstation,
Nintendo and PC screens
everywhere that took the
blame for the rage of a
couple of kids who prob·
ably needed an environBilly O'Keefe
ment not preoccupied by
Viewpoints/New Columbine's caste-like
Media Editor
student body.
-------•
Being a fan of video
games because they moti·
vate my senses more than, say, a Ravens-Panthers
game or footage of a fire in Hyde Park, this leaves
me disturbed.
"Disturbed enough... to kill?" you wonder,
smiling sly ly as this cheap grade-D paper smears
your thumbs with newsprint.
For the sake of science and for socially uncool
high school students everywhere, let's find out.
It's been a long time, so forgive me if this isn't
proper scientific theory in action. I' m trying.

I

Hypothesis: Video games will NOT tum me
into a cold-blooded maniac.
Experiment: Eight straight hours of manic
video game madness, with breaks only for the
bathroom. A lunch has been prepared so l don't
have to leave my chair. The phone will ring, but
no one will answer it, unless the dog figures out
how.
Tools: One beige Macintosh computer, and
long-forgotten reviewer copies of two notoriously
psychotic games, games l played briefly for
review purposes but then left behind. The first
might-be culprit? Postal, a game whose name
describes the mental state of the mailcarry ing pro·
tagonist, whom you aid in a shooting rampage
that includes the park, a shopping district, even a
parade. The second? Carrnageddon, a driving
game in which running over innocent pedestrians
and other living things isn't an option-it's a
requirement. And should my eyes need a break
trom the computer screen, Wrestlemania 2000 is
ready to go on the old Nintendo.
For good measure , I will play some stimulat·
ing music. I figure the Deftones' latest will put me
over the top, seeing as how the lead singer
screams and swears. I'll also have the latest
episode of"WWF Smackdown!" on television (in
mute, of course, lest l hear any of the funny parts).
I wi ll wear a black long-sleeve shirt and my dark·
est pair of plaid pajama pants. My hair? Not
combed. Not even c lose .

7:54a.m.
Notes: After seconds of contemplation, l

Editorials are the opinions of the Edltonal Board of Tho Columbia

Chroniclo. Columna a re the opinions of the author(s).

Vlewo expre11ed In lhlo publlcetlon ore thooe of the wrtter ond
a ro not tho oplnlono of The Co/umblo Chronicle, Columbia's
Journollsm Oopartmont or Columblo College Chicago.

decide to pitch the instruction manuals for both
games, since, like all of these terrible kids, l think
l know everything anyway. Getting into the spirit
of it all, I throw the manuals away, not even think·
ing to recycle them despite the presence of a blue
bag nearby. Bad kids don't recycle, do they?
Time Remaining: 8:00
VIrtual Casualties: None so far
Urge to Kill: Lacking

8:22a.m.
Notes: After installing Carmageddon, the Mac
crashes. A second attempt proves spectacularly
unsuccessful, but a third try does the trick, for
God knows what reason. Despite the fact that the
urge to kill has risen, the experiment is delayed.

8:30a.m.
Notes: I've met my protagonist-{)r perhaps
antagonist-in Postal, and he's not a preny s ight:
a scruffy fe.l}ow, clad in pajama pants and a hot
pink houserobe. No wonder he's going nuts.
Picking off the game's first casualtj is a
breeze; it's some unarmed, unlucky schmuck who
was probably out for his morning walk. I'd pause
and think about his family, but some guy is com·
ing after me with a pistol. Talk about a quick
response by the cops. Try and get that around
here.
Time Remaining: 7:45
Virtual Casualties: One
Urge to Kill: Could be worse

9:00a.m.
Notes: A bullet wound or two notwithstand·
ing, I've ventured out into !be neighborhood
unscathed, blasting an entire suburban (read:
unprepared) police force in the process. My char·
acter keeps saying stupid things like " Only my
gun understands me" and "I like it hot." Add this
to the fact that he looks.preny ridiculous, and it's
hard to summon feelings of real hatred while
playing this game. But as sure as my shirt is
black, I' ll keep trying.
Tlrae Reulnlng: 7: 15
VIrtual Casualties: Enough to feed a family of
sharks for a few days
Urce to Kill: Not being taken seriously

10:00 a.m.
Notes: Entrenched in violence for nearly two
hours now, l have delivered the gift the death to
hundreds of pixel-based lifefo rrns. A romp
through a truck stop proved quite explosive (gas
plus fire equals more fire, I've been told), and a
parade down a city street didn't go as planned
after I blew up the marching band. With armed
policemen patrolling the grounds at every tum,
you'd think someone would've thought to cancel
the parade.
After about an hour of scratching my head, l
finally come to the realization that yes, the stupid
voice making a ll of those stupid taunts sounds
like the the narrator from those McDonalds Big
Xtra commercials.
Again, l am thinking too much. Back to the

See Mldmln, following page
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bloodbath.
Time Remaining: 6: 15
VIrtual Casualties: Enough to feed a family
of dinosaurs for quite a while
Urge to Kill: Rising (I'm getting bored!)

10:30 a.m.
Notes: I've plowed through a rather questionable train yard (why are there passengers
on a freight train?) without much trouble, and
have arrived at an ostrich farm. Yes, ostrich.
Being a bigger fan of animals than I am of
people, I contemplate ways to pass the level
without wasting any ostrich. No dice, and now
the virtual nation of casualties includes the
bird family.
Coincidently, my dog has strolled into the
room (which, of course, is unlit
to preserve the mood). Will
my new bird-kill ing status
make me cruel to all animals? Maybe someday, but

lucky against Mick Foley and the Rock, however, as Mankind leaves the impression of a
wooden plank on my face and knocks me out.
Time Remaining : 4:45
VIrtual Casualties: Plenty, although no one
dies in wrestling
Urge to Kill: Lacking, although ending
WM2K on a down note could prove costly to
a few extra pedestrians in the afternoon

1:00 p.m.
Notes: You'd have to be either extremely
sheltered and extremely stupid to not figure
out the premise of Carmageddon after about
one minute of play. Ideally, you 're supposed
to win some race, but the real goal is to smash
your opponents-and anything or one else in

for now, it's a pat on the

head, a handful of cereal
and a friendly hello for her.
nme Remaining: 5:45
Virtual Casualties: The
Colonel would be proud
Urge to Kill: Nope

Notes: Whaddya know:
At the end of its rope, Postal
actually finds a conscience.
In the final leve l, a schoolyard, the children are invincible, and my character has
no chance. He is gunned
down, and no amount of
apologizin ' is gonna save his

11:30 a.m.
Notes: In this bloody marathon, there is no
real break, so I spend halftime laying the
smack down with Wrestlemania 2000. For
purposes of preserving whatever hatred I've
accumulated, I modify the rules of the matches so that you must knock at least one of your
opponents unconscious in order to w in.

Over a lunch of peanut butter and raspberry jelly, I get my clock cleaned by Kane and
the Undertaker but manage to pull out a win,
despite one hell of a head wound. I' m not so

3:58p.m.
Notes: Postal got boring early, but I can't
get enough of this one, simplistic as it may be.
Where the Postal guy said the stupidest things,
this protagonist grunts, swears and cackles.
Combined with the constant rampage this
game presents, it makes for a violent, taste-

less, virtual high. Uh oh.
Time Remaining: 0:02
VIrtual Casualties: The world
has most likely ended
Urge to Kill: Rising,
although it might be a craving for Frosted Cheerios
that's driving me

4:10p.m.

11:00 a.m.

sorry soul. Game over, finally.
Time Remaining: 5: I 5
Virtual Casualties: It's Kosovo out there
Urge to Kill: Rising for a while, but the dog
took care of that

obeying the " Don't Walk" sign with a little
sidewalk driving.
nme Remaining: I :45
VIrtual Casualties: Oh my, yes
Urge to Kill: Having more fun than I probably should, but evil desires still confined to the
joystick only

your way- so the victory is yours by default.
Want a standard racing game? Go play Pole
Position. See if anyone joins you.
Time Remaining: 3: 15
VIrtual Casualties: Infinity, and rising fast
Urge to Kill: Still pretty mum, although I' m
getting surly, if the above paragraph is any
indication

2:30p.m.
Notes: In the last 90 minutes, I've driven
through cities, beaches, mines and farms and
am now responsible for the deaths of at least
another I,OOO people and cows. Just as in real
life, efficiency pays here; take out two or three
pedestrians at once, and you are rewarded
extra bonus time. My record? Nine. That's
what happens when you combine people not

Product Watch

How some typically unsavory
American goods stack up
against the ol' .22

Notes: The experiment
ends in glorious fashion,
with a I0-pedestrian pileup
that sends me careening into
a nearby lake. Game over,
and not a moment too soon. I
want to go outside.
Addictive? This game is
definitely that. But you
know what? After running
over more than 2,000 bodies
and spilling enough blood to
fi ll the Paci fic Ocean, I don't
fee l hatred toward my enemies or any desire to off any
people or animals, despite having spent the
last eight hours destroying both, despite a li fetime of playing games every bit a violent as
these.
I bring in the mail, unafraid of any guntoting mailmen, and then go for a ride to pick
up some cough drops at Walgreen 's (if anything has grown violent, it's this damn cold).
Not once on my trip did I pull onto the sidewalk and run someone over. I was presented
with more than one opportunity. I guess the
fee ling, vibrant only 15 minutes ago, just wasn't there anymore.

Incidents In past year: Our prisons are
still loaded with pelty offenders, and the
pileup continues
Tei!Mslon Exposure: Only some oul-oftouch commercials aboul how you
shouldn1 do it
Ufa-tllreatenlng lawsuits: Lawsuits are
no match for the black market
Surgeon General Wamlngs: Maybe
some day, if it's not a crime
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Loaded Guns

kcesslblllty: Not quite as easy as cigarettes, bul the truly determined can
Purpose: To fuel the economy
Alcohol
always find a way
Secondary Purpose: To fuel the old car Accessibility: Irs freakin' everywhere
Accessibility: At a high school party
Purpose: Killing people
Does It do tile job? Again, for a price
Purpose: To let 9-year-old giMs (and
near you
Secondary Purpose: 'Se~-prolection'
Unfortunately... Whal part of 'for a
really lame little boys) get their funk on Does It do tile job? Yes ma'am
Purpose: Making all of your problems
price' don't you undeJSiand?
Secondary Purpose: To make the rest
go away
Unfortunately... II does the job too well
Potential Clientele: Kids who wan! to
of us long for the eaMy '90s, when
Secondary Purpose: It tastes good
PotenUal Cllenlele: Anyone who wants
get high
everyone made fun of the New Kids
(yeah, righl)
protection or trouble
Ufelong Clientele: Anyone who drives Does It do tile job? Yes
Does It do tile job? It sure does
Ufalong Clientele: Of course there is a
Incidents In past year: Y2K madness
Unfortunately..• People drive while
Unfortunately... It does the job
choice selection of high school shoot(remember that?) causes hoarding; cur- PotenUal Clientele: Kids
drunk, and some don't know their limit
ings,
but lefs not forget the AUanta
rent price hike causes panic and talk of Ufalong Clientele: LoseJS
Potential Clientele: Great-looking
shooting, the firs! grader who shot the
a recession
young adults who want lo get to know
Incidents In past year: Sold 2.3 million other first grader, the shooting in the
Tei!Mslon Exposure: ll's all over the
some giMs
copies in first week of release, a record Texas church, Amadou Diallo, LaTanya
Ufelong Clientele: Noi-se-great-looking news, and there's a commercial here
Television Exposure: Disney owns ABC. Haggerty (the unarmed woman killed by
and
there.
adults who want to forget about their
Disney also has deals with N'Sync. No the Chicago PD in June), and the count·
Ufe·tllreatenlng lawsuits: Americans
wives
one thanks God for TGIF anymore, lers less other shootings that are ignored by
Incidents In past year: Plenty (2.6 mil- would die without their fuel, so no
pul il that way
the press because they're deemed rou·
lion alcohol-relaled car accidents a year, Surgeon General Warnings: Nope
Ufa·tllreatenlng lawsuits: We can
tine (see p. 6)
according to MAOD). Alcohol still the
always dream. Righi, Billy Corgan?
Tei!Mslon Exposure: Even the news
leading cause of deaths on the road,
Surgeon General Warnings: Nope
Cigarettes
makes murder look like a miniseries
and binge drinking still popular
kcesslblllty: Any gas slation being
Ufe-tllreatenlng lawsuits: They're
Television Exposure: Generous, with
Marijuana
manned by someone under 23
decoys; even the president can't get
tons of commercials and Homer
kcesslbUity: At a high school party
Purpose: To be cool (under 17)
anything done, and lers not get slarted
Simpson on FOX three times a day.
Secondary Purpose: To ease stress (17 near you
on Congress
Sporting events and beer go hand in
Purpose: To kick back and relax
and older)
Surgeon General Warnings: Ha!
hand. Unfortunately, so do sports and
Secondary
Purpose:
None
necessary
Does It do tile job? For a while, until
kids
Does It do tile job? Yes
you stress out over trying to qui!
Ufe-tllreatenlng lawsuits: No chance
Unfortunately... II can get you serious
Unfortunately... Most people lack the
Surgeoa GeMnll Warnings: Not really will to quit, and they slowly die of cancer jail time for some reason
Compiled by that damn Billy O'K96fe
Poteotlal Clientele: Columbia College Potential Clentele: Amixed bag of
Gasoline
again. F961fr96 to contact him at mrbi~
people, good and bad
students
Acctsslblllty: Irs out there, for a price
ly@mrbilly.com.
Ufelong Clientele: Columbia alumni
Ufelong Clientele: Ditto

N'Sync's latest album, "No
Strings Attached"

C HOICE

,

Or, more likely, it never was in the first
place. The expression about it only being a
game? It's not as pat as it sounds.
nme Remaining: Done
Real Casualties: None, and steady
Urge to Kill: Nowhere to be found, sorry.
Time for another theory.

lnddents In past year: Oh, they're
dropping like flies. But people have
always died of smoke inhalation
Television Exposure: Only when being
sued, and whenever the 'X-Files' is on
Ufe-tllreatenlng lawsuits: The industry
has been hit hard recently (see the April
10 Chronicle for a taste), and the worst
is yet to come
Surgeon General Warnings: Oh, lei us
count the ways
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We help set up your new utilit~es ~o you
can concentrate on other movrng 1ssues.

Grad2000.com

Setting up yo11 utilities used t.o be the biggest moving ha~l. But with MakeTheM<Ne.com.l'lilat U5ed t.o
take txKn now takes miootes.Just log on to MakeThe Move.com,~
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HIGHLIGHTS OF
NORTHERN ITALY
E SCORTED ToUR

] UNE

S·IS,

2000

ITINERARY:
]UHl

A Korean Fairy

s: Depart Chicqo

April .29 • 3 &

j UNE 6: Arrive in Venice; Wdcomc Oinntr
] UNl 1: Hall· Day Walltinl Tour ol Vtnict; Alttrnoon Guidtd Tour

ol tht !lost's Palact

JUNE 1: Vmitt-Florence; Afttmoon tour of Floren«:
j UNE 9: Guided Mornin& Tour of the Accadcmia; Guided Afternoon
Tour of the Uffllri

Oleg
Vm.ogrado.v
Artisti~

Free Morning in Sima; Afternoon
Drive to Lucca, Half-Day Tour o(
Lucca

jUNE II :

.D

}UN! 12: frtc Mornincin Lucu;Aftt:moon
Orin: to Santa Margbcrita on the

Italian Riviera
}UNE IJ:

Free Day on the Italian R.ivtcra

jUNt 14. Morning City Tour of Milan;

Aher noon Gu1ded Tour of Santa
Maria delle Gru ie (Oa Vinci's
La.st Supper)
j UNIIS: Return Fhgbt lo Chic.qo

"Brilliant."
-Newsday

• Air Transportation from O'Hare to Venice and Milan to O'Hare
• Three-Star Hotels with Private Ba.ths and Showers
• Daily Continental Breakfast and Dinner
• Nine Guided Tours, Including Museum Entrance Fees
• Air-Conditioned Ttansportation and English-Speaking Tou r Guide
• Baggage-Handling and Transfers
ToUR L£ADtll: Rost:ANNA MUELLER, PH.D., PROFESSOR Of ITALIAN
H UMANITIES, COLUMBIA CO LL.:GE C HICAGO

&

for more Wormation, call R.oteAnnt. Muellu at (Jill H4·75Jl, RoKAnnaMudkret'ornpuw:rvuom,
or Manancela Palumbo at Concicrp: lnt.e rnationa11hvtl (77J) 519-1111
Cfl~l IS Sl,JJS per penon, doublt.occupa.ney; Sl ,66S l!n&k -oc:rupancy Tour sri)Up limlltd to lO ptopk

To rtKrvt your Jp&ec:, mail a non·rt:fundWk drpotit of $100 ASAP to
Con.cierce International 'navel
4 742 N. Cumbtrland Av(

Chitaco, IL 60656
llAU.NI'f. IS UVI: APN:IL IS

also at l'he box omce and All t klk •t,-..,.r. outlets: Cal1on Pl11e Scott, Oomlnlck's, Tower Records and Hot

Ot'der online a t www.ttdtetrnaster.com
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Invites vouand aguest to anend an advance screening

Stop by the Columbia Chronicle office, 623 S. Wabash, Suite
205, to pick up your complimentary ticket (admit two)
for Tuesday, April 18 at 7:30 p.m.
Passes are available on a first-come, first-served basis. Each pass admits two.
Only one pass per per son. No purchase necessary.
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HEROES ARE ORDINARY MEN
WHO DO EXTRAORDINARY THINGS
IN EXTRAORDINARY TIMES.
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INSIDE THE WORLD OF ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

VITALI
krtistic r~it!t,
By Elizabeth Fiting
Staff Writer
Whether or not you are a religious person, "Pious Journeys:
Christian Devotional Art and Practice in the Later Middle Ages
and Renaissance" (don't let the name dissuade you) captivates
with its sense of history and gives an impression of the people
of Chnst1amty. The ethereal artwork connects us with a past
that is intrinsically linked with religion. It is part of a three exhibit show running at the David and Alfred Smart Museum of Art at
the University of Chicago and will be shown now through Sept.
10. It is definitely worth the trip to see.
But this exhibit is not about religion as much as it is about
how people celebrated Christianity. It is broken into three
groups: liturgical, personal and private, and gives a sense of
connection with a long, and certainly colorful past.
I lucked out and was able to go to the opening, which featured a very posh wine and cheese party as well as concert featuring medieval sacred songs performed by the all-female chorus group Ad Astra. Unfortunately the group won't be harmonizing for the next six months next to the exhibit, but you may
be able to catch them in concert sometime. They are an
immensely talented group. Every song they sing has an intriguing story behind it, which makes listening all the more enjoyable.
Among the works on display are old religious tomes, priestly vestments, Christian reliquaries (among my favorite an oil
vessel for anointment and a hinged cruciform that was most
likely designed to carry fragments of the true cross) and an ivory

diptych portraying the scenes of the passion of Christ, which
dates back to the late 14th century.
I'll be perfectly honest--while I was raised Catholic, I am not
the most reUgious person in the world. But I find the human
aspect of religion fascinating, and this human expression of
devotion is both amazing and admirable. I can see how some
people would hear "Christian Devotional" and run screaming the
other way, but I promise I had no flashbacks to Mass. Just a
sense of wonder over the strength of artistic expression.

Columbia 'Ventures
and Wins' with New
Student Play

By Niles Engerman
Staff Writer
The theater department gave life to a
voluptuous production on April 12. "She
Ventures, and He Wins," is a Restoration
comedy that focuses on the travails of two
heiresses in their attempts to find true
love. The play features a wonderful
ensemble of Columbia actors and
actresses that transform the New Studio
Theater from a box located in the dregs of
the building's basement to a cauldron of
life.
The two heiresses, Charlotte and
Juliana, played by Carrie Bacon and
Robyn Coffin, begin the play in "Just One

of the Guys" fashion, as they conceal their
breasts and stuff their pants. in order to
start their rueful game of love dominos.
The ironic combination of love and lies
works well, as Charlotte works in collusion
with Juliana to find a husband. The pace
of the play slowly settles after the initial
floodi ng of all the characters. Once each
character establishes his or her role , the
plot gains speed and the audience is able
to settle into the natural dialogue and the
rhythm of the play.
Charlotte's love interest is Lovewell,
played by Corey Sorenson. Charlotte
ceaselessly tests Lovewell's loyalty, aided
by her cousin Juliana and the also conniving Bellasira, played by Justine Turner.
Charlotte's tests range from the benign to
nearly heinous, as Lovewell slowly
becomes more and more frustrated with
the obstacles that impede him from being
with his Charlotte. Where a novice would
overact the part, Sorenson's metamorphosis from slightly disturbed to meltdown, segues smoothly through the play's
climax. While Lovewell undergoes his
battery of tests, the cross-dressing pervert, Squire Wouldbe steals the show.
Dan Marcinkowski plays the Squire with a
physical edge reminiscent of the late
Chris Farley. His sexual deviancy allows
for comical traps throughout the play,
highlighted by one scene where he thi nks
that Satan himself has actually come from
Hell to take him away.
Susan Padveen, who is the theater
program director, directed the play. She
purposefully chose a "play that had good
roles for women." and focused on their
empowerment. The play was first performed in London in 1695 indicating a
major reason why the author identified
herself under the pen name of Ariadne.
Meaning "spider" in Greek, Ariadne was
also the mythological character that laid
the string for Theseus so he could escape
from the Minotaur's labyrinth. The obsta-

cles set by Charlotte , Juliana, and
Bellasira, parallel the Minataur's labyrinth,
while Lovewell's decisions at each obstacle reflect the "string" that will lead him to
his goal of being able to unconditionally
love Charlotte.
The sets are not only full of life, but
each change of scenery brings a nice
"performance" within the performance.
Expertly choreographed by Wilfredo
Rivera, the cast members gracefully and
humorously bring out props. Confined to
such a small space, the audience bonds
with the actors during moments of levity
between scenes.
Frances Maggio designed the costumes, and Joe Cerqua keeps the beat
going with his original music. Both the
costumes and the music work in synchrony with the actors to bring out each
era that in which the play occurs .
Students Julie Lutgen and.Hich Peterson
designed the sets and lighttng.
Gender games transcend eras. which
is the main reason why the play works.
Striping away the pedantic British accents
and boiling the script down to carbon,
there lies a contemporary theme that
examines the vices of both genders. The
means by which the anonymous writer
convey her point brings a refreshing take
on liberated women in the present politically correct, neo feminist climate. While
the play does begin with two women imitating men, the stars succeed by using
fem inine coy, basic intelligence and va lues.
Nearly flawless for an opening performance, Columb1a has cultivated a wonderful theater program. The running time
of two hours and 10 minutes includes a
ten minute intermission. The play runs
through April 22 . Call (312) 344-6126 for
reservations .
Tickets cost five dollars, students are
free, and seating is general admissions.
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the Next Big
Thingfrorn
Great Britan
By Niles Engerman
Staff Writer
Curry spices the crumpets in Damien O'Donnell's
directorial debut, "East is East." The British comedy
focuses on a triangular web of travails that rotate
among the children, wife and father of a mixed-race
family burdened with the Pakistani father's grasp on
Muslim tradition versus white 1970s Manchester,
England. The political climate revolving around
1970s England, India and Pakistan creates the frenzied social paradigm that afflicts the film's characters.
The film's comedic engine drives the melodramatic vehicle, accelerating the audience to the
laughter, tears and wishes of the entire family.
O'Donnell sets the theme right out of the blocks
as the audience watches George Khan's (Om Puri)
oldest son go through the Muslim preparations that
lead to his arranged wedding. The Muslim wedding
garments and the father's emotional investment in
making the perfect Pakistani wedding clash with the
fam ily's austere socio-economic situation. The luxurious wedding versus the family's cramped home
reflects George's investment in Pakistani tradition.
In Julia Roberts type fashion, the son bolts, stripping
his Muslim faith and disgracing his father.
Only six months later, the oldest son's picture has
been removed from the wall, and George's mission
is to marry off two more sons, Tariq and Abdul,
played by Jimi Mistry and Emil Marwa. Tariq is the
womanizing disco fiend , wh ile Abdul is the hardworking son, whose character remains ambiguous
until the end of the film.
Five more children , including one daughter,
anchor the Khan family. They all show some form of
rebellion. From the tom-boy, Meenah , to young
Sajid, all the children create George's perpetual
struggle to bind his children to the Muslim faith.
While the opening scene is symbolic of George's
commitment to the Muslim faith, a later scene involving his youngest son, Sajid, entrenches the audience
in his connection to the Muslim faith. When Sajid

exposes his uncircumcised penis during a peeing
contest, word gets around the neighborhood, and
George begins his quest to remove his son's "tickletackle."
In an attempt to mollify his wincing son after the
surgery, George gives him a watch with Arabic symbols. The watch simultaneously symbolizes
George's bond to the Muslim faith, and his sons'
refusal to accept it. The allure of the watch, set
against the lower class background reflects
George's attempt to bribe his sons into the Muslim
faith.
Maneer, the one son who emulates his father's
Muslim faith , is ironically the biggest outsider of the
group. He receives the least attention from his
father, while his siblings call him "Gandhi." The amalgam of George's white wife, his rebellious children,
and his fixation on blending in with the Pakistani
community create George's manic behavior.
While the children direct the seven-ring circus,
the true emotional roller coaster loops in the life of
George's wife Ella, played by Linda Bassett. Bassett
plays George's wife with a calming and enabling
presence reminiscent of a sharper Edith Bunker.
Ella and George clearly married out of love. They
have chosen to be together in spite of the tense
racial period, and additionally have had seven
Ella rides a teeter-totter
mixed-race children.
throughout the entire movie, constantly torn by her
allegiance to the children's free will and George's
goal to Pakistanize the family. The 96-minute running time allows Ella to go through enough balancing
acts, which peek at the perfect moment when
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George is inches away from re-establishing his
Muslim and Pakistani bond.
O'Donnell's knack for comedy and symbols
boosts the film's pace, leaving the audience with little time to reflect until the final credits. The limited
dialogue and plethora of images force the audience
to live in the moment, not making any superficial
judgments until the end of the movie.
The screenplay was adapted from Ayub KhanDin's hit play, which is semi-autobiographical. The
film's production reflects the various themes of integration and acceptance that sprout up throughout
the movie. The producer, Leslee Udwin, is a Jewish
woman with neither Pakistani nor English roots.
O'Donnell was born in Dublin, Ireland, and also has
no Pakistani link. The link between three distinct cultures that bring the film to screen relate to the notion
that the Khan family's travails transcend race and on
some level parallel the problems in every family.
Unlike recent successes such as "American
Beauty," "East is East" does not attempt to resolve all
of its problems before the final credits roll. In
"American Beauty," Kevin Spacey plays the typical
male locker room fantasy, dreamt by any man with a
cheating wife and a daughter with a hot friend. But
in "East is East," Om Puri plays a real dad with real
scruples, which ultimately complements O'Donnell's
use of symbols to evoke real emotions.
The humorous injections deserve the most criticism. The audience will laugh in the short-term at
scenes involving an X-rated sculpture of the female
genitalia or the appearance of the arranged wives. It
may also leave them patronized and angry at
O'Donnell for not trusting it to absorb the theme without crude humor. In the case of "East is East,"
O'Donnell deserves a pass. The moments of
Farrelly Brothers-type humor are symbols to explain
the severity of each character's dilemma en route to
maintaining his or her beliefs.
"East is East• is fresh and natural. People will
leave with questions, solutions or resolutions about
their respective lives.
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'Return to Me' simple, silly and simmering
By Billy O'Keefe
Viewpoints/ New Media Editor
Next to "buddy picture" and "teen
slasher flick ." no phrase in the
Hollywood Dictionary of Dirty Words
deserves more ire than ·'romantic comedy." The romantic comedy is a trap, an
unfunny monster that sinks its teeth into
the finest of actors and th reatens to
devour their careers with one nasty bite.
Need examples? How about George
Clooney ("One Fine Day")? Harrison
Ford ("Six Days, Seven Nights")?
Freddie Prinze Jr. (take your pick)?
Still, despite the fact that we're all
human and we all make mistakes, you'd
think a guy like David Duchovny would
know better than to tread on such potentially embarrassing ground.
Fortunately, at least for now, he does.
Even more fortunately, "Return to Me" is
not a case of man-hates-woman-andvice-ve rsa-and-then-something-happens-and-man-loves-woman-and-so-onuntil-no-one-cares-anymo re, nor is it a
love-struck teeny bop pin' 10-career pileup. What we have here is a movie so
old-fashioned and charming, it's a wonder that such a tough-guy cast, which
counts Duchovny, James Belushi,
Bonnie Hunt, David Alan Grier, Carroll
O'Connor and Archie Bunker himself,
among its ranks , can pull it off so
remarkably well.
The vague recap: Bob Rue land
(Duchovny) loses wife Elizabeth (played
briefly but generously by Joely
Richardson ) in an auto accident mere
hours after they danced to their song at
a gala honoring Elizabeth's life's work.
Grace (Minnie Driver, charming as only

she knows how) is dying of heart failure;
Elizabeth is an organ donor.
If you can't figure out wh at happens
next, you 've been reading too many
True Crime novels. Remember, we're in
Tinseltown , where one-in-a-million odds
are jacked up to 50-50 and the endings
are almost always happier than they
should be.
Of course, Bob and Grace are headed
for a date, and then some. But that's not
the point. "Return to Me's" allure has
nothing to do with where the film ends
up; rather, it's about where it never
treads.
For one thing, Bob and Grace never
hate each other for no good reason.
Grace never expresses petty jealously
over Elizabeth (who, by the way, isn't
pitched aside, lest you wo rry that Bob's
testicular fortitude dwarfs his heartfelt
gratitude). They don't resolve their differences with some stupid playing-in-the
rain/snow/grass scene that's become so
sickeningly cliche. Bob doesn't save
Grace from Grace, and Grace doesn't
save Bob from Bob. They just like each
other. And that's more than enough to
get the ball rolling.
As a couple, Duchovny and Driver are
very likab le. But what happens between
the trip to first base and the inevitable
grand slam isn't entirely thei r doing. And
this is what makes the movie so gr~nd :
Chemistry is everywhere you look.
Witness O'Connor, on the big screen
for the first time in more than 25 years,
cavorting around , sporting the thickest of
Irish accents, rubbing elbows nightly with
his strange brew of lifelong friends
(Robert Loggia, Eddie Jones, William
Bronder and Marianne Muellerleile as a
whimsical ensemble that could be a
movie all its own). Yo u might find your-

self rooting more for O'Connor than anyone else as he tries so desperately, and
yet so subtly, to unite his beloved granddaughter with the probable man of her
dreams.
On the other hand, Hunt (as Grace's
best friend Meghan Dayton) and Belushi
comprise the quintessential American
marriag e: a man-child, his wife, and their
small army of foul-mouthed but wellmeaning childre n. Marriage rarely looks
more daunting than this, yet there's no
doubt these two will go the distance.
Such is the long and short of Grace's
small world, a homespun community
that openly welcomes, roots for and
salutes Bob, a man successful in his life
yet no more complex or mysterious than
his name suggests.
The plot? A bit absurd, as usual. The
ending? Predictably joyful. Hey, it's
Hollywood. But suspend belief, live for
the moment and remember that movies
are supposed to be fun, and you will be
rewarded with a film that boasts more
character and old-fashioned charisma
than the Good Humor man. Doubters be
damned; even the most skeptical moviegoers may find themselves having an
unmistakably good time if they give this
one a chance.

Chicago's own Common brings the rhymes home
By Donnie Seals Jr.
Assistant Editor
Chicago's own Common Sense first asked us to borrow a
dollar. Then in 1994, he resurrected with some true hip-hop.
Common followed that by telling us that one day it'll all make
sense. This all brings us to today where Common Sense
drops even better rhymes and knowledge like water, and as
sweet as chocolate. Last week Chicago-based MC Common
came home to the House Of Blues to deliver the "Like Water
For Chocolate Tour" to two packed shows.
The sound of keyboards, a trumpet, bass.
guitar, drums and a DJ quickly set the mood as
they jumped into the beginning of the first track
off of his latest release , like Water For
Chocolate, "Time Traveling." Hip hop groups
are slowly adding more musicians along with
DJ s to their shows. No longer will you see just
a DJ and an MC rocking the House Of Blues
or the Metro. Groups like Th e Roots from
Philadelphia have raised the bar and opened
doors for more groups to travel with bands
instead of just a DJ.
Common's band, A Black Girl Named Becky,
was a
I
of the show in itself. Common

tracks like "Time Travel ing." "Cold Blooded" and "Invocation"
sounded great from a live band. Common ripped old rhymes
like the classic "I Used To Love H.E.R. ." "Communism' and
"The Bizness" which he guest starred on De La Soul's Stakes
Is High album.
Common didn't come alone to the House Of Blues either.
He brought along Bilal to sing the hook to the DJ Premierlaced track "The 6th Sense ." and a surprise guest. Who was
it, you ask? When the bass drum "boomed." snare drum
kicked, and the body appeared from the shadows, the crowd
roa red with affection for Erykah Badu. She sang "On and On"
and "Others ide Of The Game" with A
Black Girl Named Becky jamming every
note. Bilal and Badu sang so much, it
was almost their show as much as
Common's.
On songs like "The Light." adu, Bilal and
Common all worked the song in their own
right , and even flipping it with a freestyle.
Wh ile the House Of Blues venue isn 't
always the most comfortable place for a
show, the music, emotion and love displayed by Common in his hometown
along with his guests made for an enjoyable evening.
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A
SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

ALL'S FAIR IN

(r) l
~

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building) to
pick up a complimentary pass (admits two) to a special advance screening of
"LOVE & BASKETBALL" on Thursday, April 20th at the Burnham Plaza Theater.
l'a~•cs arc availab le while supplies la... t

0 11

a first-co me, first-served basis. One pass per person. No purchase necessary.

"WVE & BASKETBALL" OPENS NATIONWIDE ON FRIDAY, APRIL 21ST!
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AFACE WITHOUT
AHEART

RI CK R. REED
1·891S46-08-0
Trade pb

$15.95

A richly illustrated, darkly literary novel:
A young man bargains away his soul
while his painfully beautiful holographic
portrait embodies his darkest sins.
Experience Chicago author Rick R. Reed's
stunning retake on the time less themes of
guilt, sin and despair i_n this modern day
retelling of Oscar
Wilde's classic
The Picture Of
Dorian Gray,
provocatively
updated against a
gritty background
of nihilistic urban
decadence.
Now at your favorite retail or virtual bookseller.
Visit us at designimagegroup.com
1-800-563-5455

CI2000 The 0eiigii i~Grouplnc.
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Looking for a job that you can center
around your class schedule??
A Market Research firm is looking for
Telephone Interviewers to conduct customer satisfaction surveys. No Selling!
Flexible evening & weekend hours
Casual Atmosphere
$8 Mon-Fri. $8.50 Saturday & $9.50
Sunday
$1.50/hr performance incentive
Excellent Bonuses!
Just Steps from Chicago and
Franklin "L" stop
Call us today
TeleSight
820 N. Franklin, Suite 200
(312) 640-2563
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Moments before the bull busts out of the pen, the bull riders mu st get the rope as tight as they can
t o try to hold on as long as they ca n.

Kevin Po,rer/Chroniclc

The rodeo cowboy distracts the bull for a few se conds, allowing the cowboy to escape without getting
gourged.

The World's Toughest Rodeo
held March 31, Apnl land 2 at 1
is the last of a 13-ctty tour a:
Assoc1at10n) sancuoned tour fo
to perform 111 the show fo r a ch
of the btggest professtonal roc
work ts 111volved 111 setting up f·
The ca re and handhng of the
be comphcated e nough, but or
lay the 875 tons of run on to thl
The Spamsh word "rodeo" me
fess10nal sport that has evolvec
wide. Bronc nd1ng, calf rop ing ,
events. whtch have progressed
So strap on your spurs , d ust c
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)ne of the b ig gest indoor rodeo events in the country, was
.e Allstate Arena in Rosemont, Illinois. The stop in Rosemont
:1 marks the end of this top PRCA (Pro Rodeo Cowboys
the year. The WTR cowboys travel from all over the country
nee to qualify for the Great Lakes Circuit Finals Rodeo--one
ws of the year. Because the WTR is a national show, much
r the event.
tundreds of animals who make each stop on the tour would
•of the real challenges the WTR staff has is to transport and
arena floor.
.ns a gathering place of cattle, a round-up. It is the only profrom an industry into one of the most popular sports worldleer wrestling, b arrel racing and bull ricting are among the
>ut of necessity for ranchers into sport.
['YOUr hat, grab the bull by the horns and enjoy the ride.

The World's Toughest Rodeo allows a few breaks for th e cowboys and clowns to sit around and chew the fat.
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Dear Philosophical Cowboy,
OK, I have this major crush on a boy in my Senior Seminar class. He is so cute. He
kind of looks like a cross between Kid Rock and Scott Bakula. Well, a couple of days
ago he said to the girl sitting next to me: ' Girl, you got going on: Any chance he was
just saying it to make me jealous? ~not, any chance you'd ride anything other than
your horse, The Socrates Kid?
Write back soon, Desperate on Dearborn
Dear Desperate:
The end of the trail is just the begging of the long road home. Only cowboys In ghost towns make a
duel at "High Midnight." Work is just the spur for a man's soul. If God is a cowboy, then we are the
cattle, but does he believe we are grade A? My point Is you have no chance with either of us.

lOOKING AHEAD...

n

4/18 Widespread Panic@ UIC Pavilion
4/19 Shotwell, All Else Fails (6pm) @
Fireside Bowl
Speedealer, Tummler (10pm)@
Fireside Bowl

Dear Philosophical Cowboy,
I was dating this girl, let's just call her 'Kara McWilliams of 837 Oak Drive, phone number (773) 4549087.' Anyway, our love l~e was going great, I mean the physical stuff was hot. This one time, we were doing
rt, and I mean rough, and we broke the bicycle, ~you can believe tt! And this other time, her roommate Steve
even joined in, and man, tt was hot But anyway, tt turns out that she sleeps wtth Steve when I am not around!
1mean, 1don't mind ~he gives to her, as long as I am in the same room or the bathroom (which incidentally
was one in the same many nights), but not even being in the same apartment just eats me alive. I was thinking of asking Kara to move in with me, but now I am wondering ~ I should even date her at all? What to do?
Thanks,
Wounded on Wabash

n

4/20 Macha, Dylan Group, Pinebender @
Empty Bottle
Meatjack, Zulu As Kono, Decomposing
Baby @ Fireside Bowl
Jazz Butcher Conspiracy @ Schuba's
4/21 Nine Inch Nails @ UIC Pavilion
Poster Children, Frisbee, Plutonics
@ Empty Bottle
Deals Gone Bad, Teenage Frames, The
Stand @ Metro
Nash Kato, The Cells, Splashdown @
Double Door
4/22 Violent Femmes@ Riviera
Mighty Mighty Bosstones @ Metro
Girls Against Boys, Enon @ Empty
Bottle

Dear Wounded:
A thorn has many sides, Including the prick side. However, the thorn does not attach Itself to the rose
using the prick, but rather its bottom side. Sounds like you need to use your bottom more than your
prick, my young thorn. I am sure this change will make Kara and especially Steve, very happy.
Dear Bortron,
After seeing the film Bicentennial Man I want to have your children. I have been reading
your advice in the now defunct 'Horrorscopes· and wanted to tell you we are soul mates. I
want to take you like Dorothy took the Tin Man to Oz, but with fewer midgets. unless you
like that kind of thing.
Be my Tin Man, Raving for Robot
Dear Raving,
.
First of all we cannot be soul mates, seeing how I have no soul, ~ I was to take up a "lady friend" it
would consist of someone who could destroy the entire human race with a smile on her face, either
that or Janet Reno.
Dear Bortron.
I am not sure which man is right for me, and I cannot f~gure out how to keep them. Let me back up, I am a
stripper here in Chicago and it seems that men only want me for my body, but you know, I have a mind too.
They just don't understand I like other things besides getting naked. long walks on the beach, candlelight dinners and cuddling. It seems when I find a nice guy he leaves when I tell him I show my boobs for a living. What
can I do, am I being too picky?
Stripper on Sheridan
Dear " Stripper"
You are just the kind of girl my mother has always asked to bring home, when I destroy the entire
worlds population to make way for a superhuman robot race, you will be the one that I miss. Keep trying to fight the good figh~ those guys are just scum, as 99'h of your race is. There is nothing wrong
wiith trying to find the perfect man, however that does not exist. Bortron is willing to show you the
entire universe in one evening though. I quote the bathroom at George's, "For a good time call 312-344-

n32."

Turn the

MU!i/C you

laved then

Into the _MONEY you lave now

VIsit one of our many locatlunsl
2449 North Lincoln Ave. • 2602/2604 North Clark Ave.
1377 East 53rd St. • 800 Dempster St, Evanston
179 South Oak Park Ave., Oak Park
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Two fun-loving bachelors had it made...
until their dad made other arrangements.

I~ yon

and a guest Ut
a speciaL ruWanre

REC

screening" on
T~sday,
v

Aprit20that
~
Piper~ A £fey

Tfteater.
STOP BY THE
CHRONICLE OFFICE
(ROOM 205, WABASH Bun.DING)

TO PICK UP YOUR
COMPLIMENTARY
PASS
(ADMITS TWO )
TO A SPECIAL
ADVANCE SCREENING
OF

e/JSt;set6t
Passes are available while supplies last
on a first-come, first-served basis.
One pass per person.
No purchase necessary.

A comedy with attitude in a home with no latitude.
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BHI'JAIN·s SMASH HIT COMEDY IS COMING TO AMBHlCA.
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()lassifieds
105-Announcements
Models and Dancers needed.
No nudity • no experience needed. Great pay and
flexible hours! Contact Nikki or Cory at Hot Shots
Exotic Photography, Inc. 21 W500 North Avenue.
Lombard. IL 60148
630-705-0559

Londan .•.•.•... $410

Paris . . .......... $447
Los Angelea . ..... $295
Am ater'dam ... $496
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$5,000 for time, effort,
and commitment. Must be a healthy woman between
the ages of 21 -33 years to be an anonymous egg
donor. Must be evaluated, take medications, and
undergo a minor surgical procedure. Only serious,
dedicated individuals need to reply. If interested,
please call the Donor Program at The Center for
Human Reproduction at 312-397-8100 for
further information.

Special Student Airfares
Email Passes

Beds on a Buduet
Adventure Hol)days
Student IDs

(312) 786-9050
429 South Deaol>om St.

Classified advertising
rates :
Only 25 cents per word.
Classifieds must be
pre-paid before printing.
All major credit cards
accepted.

Deadline: Friday 5:00 pm

130-Weight Control
Lose weight... ..feel great!! Summer's comin' ... look
great too'! www.well-you.com
877-799-88 11 toll free
605-Jobs
Hey!! Free Movies
NOW HIRING- ALL POSITIONS Landmark's Century
Centre Cinema New state of the art cinema for specialty films. Apply daily 4-6pm. 2828 North Clark at
Diversey. Call 773-248-7744
Job Opportunity
Need 5 energetic, Motivated individuals to help run
NEW Chicago Co. Call 847-991-3791

Egg Donors Needed

Male or Female Drivers Wanted
Limousine and Taxi. Drivers over 25. Must supply
NBR. Witt do background & drug check. Experience
preferred but witt train. Call630-271 -1114

•Give the gift of l ife to an infe rtile couple
•Our p r ogram is completely anonymous
24 hour/7 day support
• Appointments availab le for evenings
a nd -weekends

Trendsetlers
Oye, TU• Eres alguien que marca o sigue las reglas?
Te consideras COOL, eres energetico y tienes entre
18 y 24 ai\os de edad? We're looking for your
Buscamos lideres que quieran cambiar el mundo,
horas flexibles, viajes y buena paga, Liama libre de
cargos al 1-877-810-0147 o e-mailnos a
movidetour2000@yahoo.com

$5,000 C ompen sation
Call Nancy B lock
Pager: 847-547-9788

8~7-656-8733

The Center for Egg Options Illinois, Inc.
710-Resumes
The Proof is in the Editing'
Typing, editing and proofreading services available
now. Research papers, proposals, resumes, etc.
Catt Debbie at (773) 528-7042.

Four easy ways to
place you order:
#1:

Call 312-344-7432 and
talk to the ad manager

#2:

Fax in your order to
312-344-8032

#3:
E-mail your order,
Advertise@ccchronicle.com

#4:

Place your order online
www.u niversaladvertising.com

ADVERTISING THAT
GETS RESUlTS
312-344-7432
view classitieds online at
www.ccChronicle.com

123:M¢J :s~1 •J Bit1
Steady, Part-Time Jobs
$8.50 · $9.50/Hour
Weekends & Holidays Off
Awesome Bensf1ts
3 -1/2 to 5 Hour Shifts
Must be a t least 17 years old
Able to lift up to 70 lbs.
PACE Bus Service Available
Bonus at select facilities

Advertisir.g, e-co:11merce.
mar~etir.g,

pL.blic :-ela t:cns-

excitmg and interesting fields.
but how de YO\• get i~H o them?

HODGKINS•
(791h & w::low Spnngs Rds.)

Ph: 1-888-4UP5-JOB
Acceu Code: 4417

l~fTyouf
~
~
~
c

--,;)

~.

0

~

";"

Receive Up to $1 0,000
in College Education
Assistance for Northbrook
Sunrise Shift.

roo
0

~

roo
.,...

0

Ph: 630-628-3737

PALATINE
("licks & Rand Rds.)

Ph: 847-705-6025

NORTHBROOK•
(Sh..-m.,.. & w;Jiow Rds.)

Ph : 847-480-6788
Or coN our 24 hour joblin• ot:
1· 888· 4UPS·JOI
Acceu Codet 4417

I 5£ I

..........

'"'OJ
\.0

ADDISON
(Army Tra•l & lombard Rds.)

'Progratn guidelin.l opply n1• UPS Eorn & Leom Progrorn
;, uvoilo~• at HOOGK.»-.{S, ADDISON, PALAHN( and

~

lq~.ol O pfX)I tu•:•lt

En,ptoyot

Stuart's mas:er's degroo in Marketing
Communication can teach you tho kind of
sk:lis that corporations, advertis1ng a~encies.
ar.d rrark:oting f1rms seet·. You "'" 'if! learn how
thtt tools ir~ !he commumcation profoss1oo am in:egratod :nto an e tte~t!ve. overall market:r:g stretegy. Faculty momOOrs
d ~awr ~rom rho profession w1J: gu:de you thrc.Jgh each of the courses.

...hid: prO<)uJm cons1sts of 14 eot.:rses offered yoar-round on the quarter
syste!n Stl.lde•'ltS car. spec:ahze m e-commorco or corr.murHcauons
~~,,nngoMon : Courses meet one even1ng a weak for 1~ weei<.s at
II r·s Downtown ChicAgo Cnm:.1t~s ~ul- or par:.-tirne enro!J :1~~nt Ful!t mt:l students can comp1oto :ho program .r as 'ew as ~ 5 '110nths.
lntef•lships are avm:able.

For further information

Dr John

1i~r~ni,

degrees@stuw t iit edu, 312 906.6535.

Stuart

IOA.,OV .O.tl ' Cili.'IH 0 ' IUSI,.fSS

I IIi 111 1\~ In;-. I illl li' uf I i•t•[;,,;~lo;!~:
S65 W. Adnm' S t.. Chrcago, llilno1s 60661·3691

www.sruart.iir.odu
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Cdther1ne T. Adam - Br1dget B<n t h olc~nkw

Fllzabeth Buwles -Lizzy C(1 lh oun

John Co.lun - Hobert D onn1
.Alexar1dra Ovntow\ka - David Heah
I

I

Denice Huugh - Zachary Jordzmov
H.acrtael Kunes 'ko - !Vleh11da K1rnka
Heatlt er

Iv1 c~h cnleY
/

-· Audrt>-v-· fvL IV1a\t

C(nol [V1<Ldugh11}J - Harold [V1 ('ndez
E11za h et h
( ·.r.:....t ot.r I ·-'
)

lv1o~er

().l·>·1r..~ k •·

. Johd n na L\'loy(1

JU~ 'lYll.{r..C)r

... (;1 ~(. - . l (.~..Lr ·t·,

T~~

S·uri Pegg - C1cny Pr1ce
St(~phan1<~

Seyller - Zc1e Spir r (1

)enn11 er Trover

.

/

Graduating Seniors
F·.ille Art~ Exl1ibition
;'\p r i l 2/1- .ltrne 5., 2 0 0 0

23

'\"\(\r Ytf'.,.,\
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FALL EARLY REGISTRATION
Fall 2000 Early Registration for continuing students
(only) begins May 1, 2000 and ends May 12, 2000.
Registration information wi ll be mailed out to all
students during mid April.

TO ALL STUDENTS
If you have changed your address or if you are not sure
that the address on file is correct you should go to the
Records office and inquire or correct the address on file.

To qualify for Early Registration, you must be a
Continuing student (currently enrolled) and have
75/o of your spring tuition paid off.
New students do not qualify for Early Registration.
I
I

VOID DATE
Students who early register for the Fall 2000 will
have until June 2, 2000 to sign their Bursar
contracts. Students who do not sign their contracts
by this deadline will have their classes dropped.

I

Columbia Chronicle
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Fict-ion VJ7rit-ing .Depart-men£

Lookil7g

.,.e>,. a

cla~s?

Thir1k
ritir1g!
Ar,e yo-u interested in writing?
Are yo-u creati-ve?
D o yo-u ha-ve stories to tell?
See your department advisor or
visit the Fiction Writ ing D e partment
during Early Registrati on for Fall 2000
:M::ay 1, 2000 through :M::ay 12 , 2000.
A n d for Summer 2000- -April 2 4 t hrough April 2 8
Call for your E arly R e gistra tion appo intment n o w !
312- 344- 7611

Classes available in
•:•

•:•

Sho rt S t o r i es
•:• ~ovel s
C r eat ive ~onfiction
•:• Script Forn1s

Story Workshop® and other
Fict ion Writing Department
courses will imp r ove readi ng, writing,
speaking, listening, visualizing, and
creative problem-sol ving skills
useful for every college major and the job market.
Fiction Writin g Department
12t:h Floor, 624 S . 1\l:l:ichigan Avenue

25

· 26

~
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ArtWALK (~

Columbia

, Jprl11, '2000

College

Friday, April 21 @ 5-Spm
@ Last @One Time @One College @One Night
Hokin Gallery
623 5. Wabash
Senior Portfolio Show
April 17 - May 12, 2000
•graphic design
•advertising design
•illustration

Columbia College Art Gallery
72 East Eleventh Street
Master of Arts
Master of Fine Arts
Thesis Exhibition
April 21 - May 5, 2000
~openi ng

until 7prn

Glass Curtain Gallery
1104 S. Wabash 1st Floor
Graduating Seniors Fine Arts Exhibition
April 24 - June 5, 2000

Center for Book and Paper Arts
1104 5. Wabash 2nd Floor
Flight 2000
March 10 - May 5, 2000
• open late for viewing only
C

0

L~

0

A

Where it's @ !
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IMMUNIZATION DAYS ON
CAMPUS will be held.at the
Faculty Lounge (11th floor)
in the TORCO Building:

Performing in L. A.
The First Year
Thursday, April 27,

Monday May 8th from
2:00 to 6:00
Tuesday May 9th from
10:00 to 3:00
Wednesday May 10 from
10:00 to 3:00
Thursday May 11 from
10:00 to 3:00

from 11 A.M. to 1 P.M.
featuring speaker

Joshua Leisner,
agent with William Morris Agency.
1999 graduate of Columbia Colege

The Theater Buildi ng,
72 East EleYeftth Str-t
Cl-slc Theater
What is it really like to break into the entertainment business in
LA? Joshua Leisner. a 1999 graduate of Columbia and an agent
with the William Morris Agency, will speak to students on the pitfalls and highlights of his first year on the West Coast
Performing artists and management students,
come and hear a recent graduate gi11e the lowdown on life after
Columbia.

Sponsored by tne C;uoor P'anning & P!acemeot Oflice
and the Theater Department

.··til· .
•

•

The Columbia College Career Planning & Placement Office presents••••

ON-CAMPUS
RECRUITING DAYS
• April 21

+May 5

• April 28

+May 12

.... your chance to interview on-campus for entry-level positions in the arts & communications fields!!!
llili~6tmqual Copywriter

Graphic Desiqner

Prroo11daon Ar!ist

Sales A ssistant

Web Proqrammer

Media As.d~tant

Computer Services Specialist

ReqionJII T~cl!noiDqy M anaqev-

Trafllc Asslsaanl

freelance Illustrator

Customer Service Reprf"sentative
A rt Directo,.-

New§ Producer

Account £xecufive

Mftlia Services S~clalist

Illus trator
Crf"atlve Deslqner

Product Development Jil§sodafe

Technical Wrlier

Pv-ojed Coordi~ato,.~ews

llf"por!<Pr

School Photoqrapiler

Master Control Operator

TO REGISTER NOW:
• Come to the Career Planning & Placement Office front desk
{623 S. Wabash, Suite 300) and submit your RESUME
• Choose the employers and positions that Interest you
• When your registration is complete, sign up for Interview times and dates at our
front desk
• HURRY IN! Space is limited.
Call (312) 344-7280 for more information, or visit us at www.colum.edu/student-life/careerplanning
,

•

1

. wor~Ks.

18 .. · £olalftbibJC'Urorticle

On the phone or NOW on the Web.

THENUMBER
\Nhether you 're looking for Mr. R ight or
Mr. Right Now, we 've got your Number.
N ew York
Atlanta
Dallas
Houston
M iam1
Fort Lauderdale
San Francisco

New York
Seattle
London
Manchest er
Par1s
Amster dam
Cologne
M unich
Bel'lm

In Chicago call 312·840·9000

0
or check out the hottest content on the web

thenurnber. corn

Aprl17,2000
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COMPUTER JOBS
DOUBLE

...

IN THE NEW MILLENIUM, GET CERTIFIED.
Due 10 ltlc tremen <fo us r esponse our classes arc sch eduled
on even i ngs . weekdays and weekencs Fro-n 9AM lo 9PM .

MICROSOFT
CERTIFICATION

A+

HAA~ARE CERTIFICATION

70 HOURS

MCSE
m

Wlndowo

$1000.00

• Refund Policy
If Not Completely Satisfied.

OCP

• Tech Loans Available,
pay as low as $30 a month.

Oracle RDBMS

NI!!WOf1<ln9

AJI6 t.!odolos
200 Hours
S3 500 00

• Job Placement Available.

Oracle Certified
Proffesslonal

GET READY FOR;

70 HOURS 51 .000.00

E-COMMERCE
BUSINESS

Oracle (DEV/2000)

•Web Dealgn

MCSD

~H""·

•o HoefS. s•.ooo

VI SUAL BASIC 8.0
I ?.0 H.S1,500.00

• C++Language

ccvors 2F..x11ms

60 HOURS. S 1.000

of MCSD

• Java and Corba
120 HOURS. $2.400

• Financial Aid From IETC & WFDC

70 HOURS S 1,000.00

(Cove•• 5 EJwns of OCP)

Oracle DBA

=
a:

\utlklr•Nti

Tf'~l•rJ; Ccn:~·r

AdrrunistratK>n.
and Rooovory

Ba~-up

Web site:
aquariusinstitute.com

Portormance luntng
100 HOURS S2.000 00

INSTITUTE

THE

...

SPECIALS
UNDERGROUND CAFE
1. Italian Salad

Aoril17'- Aoril 21

$3.00

Mixed Greens, Mushrooms, Tomatoes, Onion
Olives, Broccoli, Roasted Peppers, Balsamic Vinegar and Oil Dressing

2. Mediterranean Chicken Wrap

$3.50

Tabbouli, Chicken, Tomato, Peppers, Romaine. Cucumber Sauce

3.

Taco Salad

-

$3.50

Meat or Vegetarian Chili, Lettuce, Tomato, Cheese, Onion, Sour Cream, Salsa

SOUPS: Mond&y
Tuead&y
Wednead&y
Tb.u:nd&y

Chicken Rice
Cream of Broccoli
Minestrone
Wild Muab.room Barley

APR 1 7 2000
<"0I.U..'\1B I A
'"("'\T

Monday through Thursday
8 am-6:30pm
Friday 8 am- 3 pm

-

RECEIVE
y

r

'f"'

•·v ·-

!v

LliH~AR

We are located in the
lower level of the
600 S. Michigan building

!

-

...
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Brandon Goetz beat "The Couch" with his picks for the Final Four. His prize was a feature on him.
It may not be a sports piece, but I think you will enjoy it nonetheless. Here is Brandon's story.

One happy camper
TV student Goetz discusses life, the dorms and women
By Graham Couch
Sports Editor
l'achelbel 's "Canon" s tarts streaming
through the speakers. It's 7:30a.m. and
this is Brandon Goetz's wake up cal l. He
lets the music play for seve ral min utes or
until his roommate forces him to get up
and shut it off. He then makes his way to
the shower, careful to avoid the floor mat
nobody wants, but is too di sgusting to
remove by hand.
It is an hour and a
half before the
sophomore te levision major has to be
in class. This is what
Goet7 calls leisu re
time. There are no
exceptions to the
rout ine. the.:" ..Canon
in [)" al wa' s plays
an hour and a half
bd'ore he has to be
any,, here.
"It's like a sh uttle
launch." says
Goetz. ·'The) cannot launch a sh uttle

'' ith five minutes
notice. I need time.
At no point do I
rush. "
To understand Goetz (pronounced G-ET-Z), you m ust know that thi s witty 19year-old from just outs ide Philade lphia
values friend ship abo'e all ebe. It is hard
to find a person on campus to say a nt"gati' e thing about him. Goetz is able to
"tokrate" most everyone (Even to the
po int that when a gir l once as ked him, do
yo u like me? He smoothly replied. "I tolerate you."). Ho\\eve r if the re is one
thing he cannot stand it is two people
poking fun at a third party without them
being present. Meet Goetz, and you'll
quickly discover he has his values in
order.
Goetz lives at the Columbia Co llege
Residence Center on Plymouth Court.
Despite being tol d that he would grow
tired of it by the end of his second year,
Goetz sa)S he loves dorm life. He gives
much of that credit to the unofficial fraternity that he and his friends have
formed called Alpha Omega. stemming
from the G reek phrase, "the beginning
and the end. "
"We are the beginning and the end of
all fraternities," he says. ''We have
badges, that is about the extent of our
abil ities. We have no power or sway in
the dorms, but we throw some mean parties."
Goe tz spends many evenings relaxing
with his fraternity brothers. And whe n the
weekends come, it is Alpha Omega time .
On a typical Saturday night Goetz will
contribute financiall y to whijt he
describes as "alfcged'beverages;" and he
says if he is feeling ~ood, he will even
help trans port the " materials" back to the
dorm; (after a thorough investigation, the
identity of tho;c "alkged beve rages" and
" materials" were ruled undetermined). It

is these nights that Goetz would like to be
hi s most memorable. It just hasn't worked
out that way.
" I have difficulty remembering most of
the parties for some reason," he says. "I
think it's because o f fatigue or something
that I ate or drank. Thankful ly we have
ple nty of p ictures to document everyth ing.
Regardless o f where the party starts,
Goetz admits it always winds up in room
202.
"That's o ur

comfort zo ne,"
he says.
Goetz, however, is more than
just a Saturday
night party regular with memory
loss. He is a man
of many talents.
GoetL is
employed at the
tel~ vis ion cage
on the 14th floor
of the 600 S.
Michigan building. He spends
half of his 20
hours a week as
a work a ide at
the cage and the
other half as a
teacher's assistant. At the cage he checks
out all sorts of video equipment and
otTers help to confused students in the
editing suites, but it is his ability to d irect
a nd edit videos that led one student to
refer to Goetz as "the God of student editing."
When told this, humility quickly came

ediiing room a nd who he has become as a
person, Goetz says, goes to his mentor,
Robert Clark. Clark runs a program called
Cinekyd in Pennsylvania that teaches kids
how to make videos. Goetz became
involved with this program early and, at
age 15, was hired by Clark to teach other
kids.

Goetz Is a TV major with a concentration In editing
over Goetz, and he re plied, "We haven't
seen that person yet, I' m still learning."
Howe ver, his videos are impressive a nd
fu nny too. Goetz loves to make parod ies
o f well-known directors' and s ingers'
work, and he says there is some humor in
every le vel o f video.
" If you can ma ke someone laugh,
you've done something good for the day."
Much of the c redi t for hi s talent in the

"(Clark] is a very selfless man," says
Goetz. "He does it all for the kids... nonprofit. He molded me into everything 1
am today. My personality, leadership a bi lities, trouble shooting, punctuality, everything I owe to that man."
When talking of those who mean the
most to him, Goetz does not leave out his
parents. He says he calls whe never the re
is trouble.

" If I get a letter from Columbia that
says 1 owe $17,000 for the residence center, 1 call them and they usually straighten
it out. As a busy Columbia student, I
..don't have time to deal with issues, such
as tax form s," Goetz says as his
demeanor quickly changes to a look of
shock."! have to pay taxes in Ill inois. I
just found this out. If I don 't pay taxes I
could go to jail." ·
At 5-8 and 115 pounds, prison is no
place for Goetz.
For all of his strengths, Goetz does
have a weakness. It 's women. He says it
is very difficult for him to talk to girls he
likes, referring to them as "cryptonite".
Goetz says speech becomes a real problem when he is a ro und a g irl he is infatua ted with.
"Any other girl 1 can talk to for hours,"
he says. " If 1 like a girl, it's death to me. I
can't speak, 1 can't even stand up right."
In fact, Goetz says his fe llow TV cage
workers have been eye witnesses to his
fumbled speech and un-smooth ways.
" If an attractive girl comes to the cage,
I will be taken off a project so I don't
have to deal with her, because I cave in to
any request she gives me."
(If you're a female between the ages of
18 and 25, and you find short witty men
attractive, you are urged to call 3 12-3600803, and ask for Brandon.)
As you speak to Goetz, you begin to
realize that there is not a m ean bone in
his body. Notta one. But what do you
expect from a guy who just an hour
before the inte rview baked cookies with
his roommate and settled down to watch
"The West Wing?"

The Chronicle to face off against WCRX in basketball
The Chronicle and WCRX are playing each other in the first annual Chronics vs. Undergrounders basketball game on
May 6 at I :30 p.m. WCRX, led by the short and slow tandem of Mark "Madness" and MJ, will be heavy underdogs
against the quick and talented Chronicle staffers. The game wi ll be at Rooseve lt Gymnasium.
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Bulls elevate offensive output
as rough season nears end
Chicago handed the Nets their seventh straight loss
despite 19 points from Chicago nati ve Ke ndall Gill.
Assistant Editor
Leading Chicago were Brand with 22 po ints and 15
rebounds and Matt Maloney who scored his season-high
19 points on a 5-of-6 night beyo nd the arc.
Behind the output of their Rookie of the Year candiExceeding their I 00-point effort Thursday night versus
date, Elton Brand, the Chicago Bulls are showing s igns
of offensive life as their losing season s putters to an end.
the Was hington Wizards proved to be no match for
In two consecutive games - Tuesday 's
- -- - -- - - Rookie Richard Hamilto n's season-hi gh 26
game versus the Net s and Thursday 's
Bulls Update points as the Wizards prevailed I09-103 , ma kagainst Jordan's Wizards - the Bulls maning Wizard 's President Michael Jorda n 2-0
aged to score a combined 203 points, 66 of
against his former team. Despite a season-high
them by Mr. Brand.
44 points from Elton Brand, who set a Bulls record by
In their victory over the st ruggl ing 'ew Jersey Nets.
converting on 14 consecutive shots (breaking Clem
Chicago reached the century mark in points for just the
Haskins' \0 straight in 1970), the Bulls were beat by
fourth time this season. Shooting 69 percent ( \1-for-16)
Hamilton, who made the game's final two baskets.
from 3-point land and 54 percent (36-for-67) overall,
Brand was the only player with a double-double, pulling
down 12 rebounds to go with the 44 points.

By Tom Snyder

Photo courtesy

ChicagoBulls.com

Ron Artest has been a bright spot for the Bulls.

Sox take two of three from Devil Rays
Thomas hitting streak reaches ten games, as sox are 6-4
By Graham Couch
Sports Editor
The White sox ended the longest season-opening road
trip in club history with a 6-5 loss at the hands o f Tampa
Bay T hursday.
Greg Vaughn sing led in the game-w inning run in the
bottom of the 12th inning snap the Devil Rays five game
losing streak and avoid bei ng the first American League

team to lose their first s ix home games since the \992
hits over eight scoreless innings.
Detroit Tigers.
White Sox Manager Jerry Manuel was ejected in the
Trailing 4-2 in the third, Magglio Ordonez homered to
top of the 12th for arguing a call.
trim the Tampa bay lead to 4-3 . The White - - - - - -- - Despi te the loss, C hicago won the series 2-1
Sox (6-4) then took a 5-4 lead in the fifth
Sox Update
by winning 7- 1 on Wednesday and 13-6 on
on an RB I double by Jose Valentin and an
Tuesday.
RBI single by Frank Tho;,as, who has
The White Sox host Seattle for a three game
opened the season on a 10 game hitting streak .
series starting Monday.
After the Devil Rays Tied it at five , four Tampa Bay
relievers combined to ho ld the Whi te Sox to just three

Cubs finally win, sweep Braves
Have the Cubs ever been this far back before their horne
opene r? However, as usual Cubs fans stayed relaxed and
Correspondent
did not panic. Instead, fans were eager to turn their emotions around as the Cubs began thei r 85th season at
After a mediocre opening in Japan, then he lping Saint
Wrigly Field last week.
Louis a nd C incinnati with a s uccessfu l opening week of
Don Bay lor made hi s debut as the C ubs Manager,
their own, the Cubs found themselves 2-6.
- - - - - - - - - along with four new coaches. T hree rookies
Cubs Update joi ned the Cubs roster: pitchers Scott
Four games out of first place and they had
not even been horne to kiss their wives and
Downs, Danie l Gariban and outfielder Tarrik
Brock. After Monday's game, the Cubs
kids yet. The Cubs are well on their way to a
record for earliest season chant of "Wait till next year".
recalled right-handed pitcher Ruben Quevedo from their

By Shannon Mores

Chronicle Sports
Information
as of March 2

NHL CONFERENCE QUARTERFINAL GAME
SCHEDULE
EASTERN CONFERENCE
(1) Philadelphia vs. (8} Buffalo

(2} Washington vs. (7} Pittsburgh
(3} Toronto vs. (6} Ottawa
(4) New Jersey vs. (5} Florida

MLB STANDINGS
American League
East
w~

New York
Baltimore
Boston
Toronto
Tampa Bay

5-3
5-4
5-4
4-6
3-7

GB
1/2
1/2
2
3

Central
Cleveland
Kansas City
Chicago
Detroit
Minnesota

7-2
8-3
6-4
3-6
3-8

11/2
4
5

West
Anaheim
Seattle
Texas
Oakland

5-4
5-4
4-5
3 -6

1
2

National League
East
Florida
Montreal
Atlanta
Philadelphia
New York

5-5
5-5
4-5
4-5
4-6

St. Louis vs. (8) San Jose
(2} Dallas vs. (7} Edmonton
(3} Colorado vs. (6} Phoenix
(4} Detroit vs. (5} Los Angeles
(1}

St. Louis
Milwaukee
Chicago
Cincinnati

Pittsburgh
Houston

7-3
5-4
5-6
4-5
4-5
4-5

1/2
1/2
1

11/2
21/2
21/2
21/2
21/2

West
Arizona

Los Angeles
Colorado
San Diego
San Francisco

7-3
6-3
5-5
5-5
3-7

NBA STANDINGS
Eastern Conference
Atlantic

Next
•
Week 1
n
Chronicle
Sports:

w~

x-Miami

x-New York
x-Philadelphia
Orlando
Boston
New Jersey
Washington

50-28
49-29
46-32
39-39
32-46
31-48
29-50

Central
c-lndiana
x·Charlotte
x-Toronto
Detroit
Milwaukee
Cleveland
Atlanta
Chicago

52-26
45-33
43-35
41-37
39-39
30-48
26-52
17-61

.. USA Boxing Feature
.. Chi-town minor
league baseball feature
.. Sox Update

Western Conference
Midwest

Central

WESTERN CONFERENCE

Triple-A club to join the list of new comers.
The Cubs dominated the Atlanta Braves, sweeping
them in three games for the second time in three years.
The same Braves club that was in the World Series last
year.
In three short days Cub fans went from, " When do the
Bears start the exhibition season", to "just in1agine how
good we'll be once Kerry Wood gets back". As fans
enjoy this e motional ride, the Cubs ended their week
with a not so shabby 5-6 record.

1/2
2
2
4

x-Utah
x-San Antonio
x-Minnesota
Oallas
Houston
Denver
Vancouver

53-25
50-29
48-30
36-42
33-46
31-47
21-57

Pacific
p-LA La kers
x-Portland
x-Phoenix
x-Sacramento
x-seattle
Golden State
LA Clippers

65-13
57-22
51-27
44-34
43-35
19·60
14-64

.. Cubs Update
43-20

.. Bulls Update

Dig in, speak out.
Sports has expanded to
three pages. To get in
touch with Graham Couch,
Sports Editor of the
Chronicle, e-mail him at
Ghcouch@hotmail.com or
call312-344-7086.

..
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Spartan tandem
would fit nicely in
a Bulls uniform

A

s the NCAA Championship game
ended. Mateen Cleaves leapt with
his hobbled ankle into the arms of
fellow senior Morris Peterson. Michigan
State had just won their first national title
in 2 I years, and the two All-Americans
who had followed each other from Flint to
East Lansing had Jed them there.
Now it's the Bulls' job to help them continue their journey onto Chi cago.

East Lansing
on title night
Photo Editor Rob Hart was there
when the celebration started

Assuming. and we should never assume

anything in spons. but assuming that the
NBA draft lottery brings about no surprises
and none of the
teams shift positions, the Bulls will
have the second
pick and the sixth
pick (from
Was hington).
I lmm ... two early
lottery picks?
Sounds like an
opponunity to
Graham Couch
quickly build the
Sports Editor
young nucleus o f a
winning franchi se,
or. if the picks are not used wisely. send the
Bulls to the abyss that the Mave ricks have
enjoyed for the last I0 seasons.
If I were Jerry Krause, and I' m not. I
would jump all over the two Spanans: MoPete with the second pick and Mateen with
the sixth. Here is why.
In drafting the 6-6 Peterson, the Bulls
would get an off-guard with excellent
range. who can create his own shot. as well

as drive to the basket. Another bonus is that
unlike many offensively blessed rookies in
the NBA, Mo-Pete is not a defensive liability. He averaged I6. 7 points a game and
was the coaches' unanimous selection as
the Big Ten Player of the Year. Many scouts
and coaches have been quoted as saying
that Peterson will be e ven better on the next
level when he no longer has to face zones
and constant double-teams.
With Cleaves, the Bul ls would be dratiing
a born leader. A man who, "hen needed.
can carry a team on his back and re fu se to
let them Jose. In I 998, as a sophomore. he
almost single handedly Jed the Spanans to a
share of the Big Ten title. His statistics
don 't even begin to do justice to what he
brings to the basketball coun. Expens question his jump shot, but even that's
improved. At 6-2, Cleaves is d true point
guard, and in a league "'here many teams·
primary ball handler is looking to score
first, that is a blessed commodity. I Jc is
already polished defensively, and would be
second only to Miami's 'Jim I Jardaway as
the strongest point guard in the league.
Chicago has a boatload of money to
spend in the o ff-season. I Jowever, most of
the guys on their wish li st (Grant I Jil l, Tim
Duncan a nd Tracy McGrady J arc guy• who
play more different positions. If the Bu lls
draft Kenyon Manin and then by some miracle of God, land Tim Duncan, then you
have three potentially great inside players
(including l:lton Brand) and an extremely
weak backcoun.
Peterson and Cleave' both fill void• that
the llull• have nnw and will prubah ly 't ill
httve after the lrcc agent sca'ion . More rea listically, Chicag<• is gning to la11d Mc(irady

or 1-.ddie Jone• . A line-up of Cleaves,
11 eterson, McGrady wuJ Brand sz.ivcs the
B ull~ a terrific core of playc" all under the
age of2J .
'f here arc other potential sta" tn till'.
year'' NBA draft . I fnwever, none arc as
p<~lt •.hed or fill the needs o f the Bulls like
Mu-l'ett and Matecn . They both played out
thei r college eligibility and arc more mature
;md have heen through Ilie wars many more
ltme ~ than moqt Hf the other players avail·

able I Ju,pc Krau•c d""' "'t fiVtri(J(>k that.

Photos by Rob
MSU Students (le ft to right) Susan Phillips, Jackie Jankowski and Chad Hoffmeyer enjoy the Spartans' win over Aorlda.

By Rob Hart

everyone in the news. We were used as a tool of the state and
that is how you a re seen, no matter what your intentions are.
Every photog rapher learns to turn off their ears when people
tell you not to take pictures of something, and you never tum
around, but the sound was getting louder and filled with more
As seconds ticked ofT a season that seemed like a fantasy,
obscenities.
Michigan State's "Cedar Village," site o f last year's riots was
"Get the fuck out of here," one man yelled at me as he
packed to the gi lls with police. Every apartme nt was filled with
kids wearing green and white in one form or another. Those who grabbed hold of my camera. His three large fr iends were joining
in. I was trying to wrestle his hands ofT of my equipment when
watched the game clung on every missed opportunity a nd ce lehe began to kick me, landing one on my elbow. ""Get the hell out
brated with every basket.
of here," another person said. Knowing there was no quick way
One could feel the tension hovering in every apartment; walls
out of this dense crowd, I tried to get the man 's hands ofT my
lined with Spartan posters and beer ads. Michigan State hasn't
lens while exiting the crowd.
had this much to be proud of s ince I 979
As I finally found my way out, he conwhen Earvin "Magic" Johnson Jed a tea m
tinued to kick me in the back, making
of kids ove r Larry Bird's Indiana State.
sure I wasn't to return. The rest of the
People who never saw a game all season
evening was filled with people yelling at
come out for the big one.
me and harassing me. When I told one
Last year 's riots Jed to the arrest of
police officer what happened he said,
over one hundred people and tho usands
"That happens in a crowd."
of dollars in damages, so there was more
Most of the students were great and
police there than at a Krispy Kreme outonly wanted me to take their pictures, but
let store. I just tho ught they were the re to
those few that threw beer bottles, yelled,
keep the peace, not to pro tect property.
and assaulted me made me understand
Mateen Cleaves tossed the game ball
that if you are the media, you· are not one
up in the air a nd hugged as students
of them anymore. I was the same age as
stood a foot from thei r screen knowing
most of those kids and a Spartan fan ever
this will be a moment they wi ll talk
si nce I was a kid; I still s leep on MSU
about for the rest of their li ves. How
sheets.
many people get a chance to get behind a
MSU Stude nts cele bra te on the streets.
Everyone else was reporting that all
team like the Spartans this year?
was calm in East Lansing. Compared to a riot, it was calm,
Before a nyone could interv iew the winning coach or star playcompared to the Columbia College Res idence Center that
e rs the halls were fill ed w ith stude nt s who filled the streets with
evening it was a different world.
their drun ken bodies. In Jess than fi ve minutes almost ten thouT he world thought that MSU students acted " with class," as
sand people, more than a ll of Columbia's students, were packed
one report read, but I hardly call drinking out of a pitcher of
in one street drinking and chanting, "Go Green, Go White! "
beer as you walk down the street class.
As I made my way into the crowd, excited as any Spartan fan
Docs this spo il my Jove for this team, who overcame the
w ho had waited for this all his life, I was surrounded by screamde feat of last y ear, a second quarter injury to Cleaves and
ing fan s and cou ld only hold my camera above my head to sec
s howed the world what Ma rc h Madness really means? I will
forward.
always talk about that evening because it was t1 great moment
This year the news media were a different position: we
for a Spartan fan, but a horrible moment tO be a member of the
we ren' t one of the fan s, we were the authority. Aller the riots,
media .
police confiscated film and used pictures to identify those
rcspon~ible fo r the damage and that has c hanged the role of

Photo Editor

... White Sox
Monday-Wednesd ay-

Seattle, 7:05 p.m., 7:05
p.m., 1:05 p.m.
Friday-Sund ay- Detroit,

7:05 p.m., 1:05 p.m., 1:05
p.m.

... Cubs
Mooo.y. Florida, 1:20
p.m.
1'l.leldty-Thul'ldey- at
Montreal, 6:05 p.m. (all
three)

